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Significant Gains
Reported By Local
Banking Institutions

BALANCING ACT: With her hard hat precariously balanced on her coiffure, Kentucky U. Gov. Thelma L Stovall
(center) helps turn the first shovels of dirt during groundbreaking ceremonies at Murray State University for the new
central heating and cooling plant. With her are W. H. Crutcher (second from right), the heating foreman at Murray
State and an employee of the university for 26 years, and David H. Pritchett, deputy commissioner, Bureau of
Facilities Management in the state Department of Finance and Administration, Frankfort At the far left is L L Snedden, vice-president for the architectural engineering firm of Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co., Inc, Lexington. The
$55 million project is to be completed in December,1977,

Ground Broken On New Central
Heating, Cooling Plant At MSU
_ With greater efficiency and the
conservation of energy as the theme,
dirt was turned Monday morning at
Murray State University in ceremonies
symbolizing the beginning of construction on a new central heating and
cooling plant.
Emphasizing that the facility
represents the largest construction
project in the history of th, university,
Murray Statte President Constantine W.
Curris said the new plant will provide
the means through which the consumption of energy can be more efficiently and economically utilized

Bodrd Accepts
Bid On-Work
At High School
The Calloway County School Board
accepted the bid of Crouch Construction
Co., in the amount of $365,651.00 for
improvements to the library and
cafeteria at Calloway County High
School last night.
The bid was the low amount submitted in the bid requests, and was
approved today by the state department of finance.
n
The board also discussed the
basketball program at the elementary
schools, but no action was taken at the
meeting.
The meeting was the continuation of a
recessed meeting from earlier this
month.
Kent Barnes was hired by the board
as baseball coach for Calloway County
High Aphool, to succeed Clayton
Hartroge. flargrove is now golf coach.
..1

Scouts Plan
Annual Paper
Drive Saturday
Boy Scout Troop No. 77 will hold its
annual paper drive Saturday, July 24.
The newspaper drive is both a fund
raising and a conservation activity for
the troop, according to Senior Patrol
Leader,Doug Crafton.
The leader said "that the conservation theme has always been
Apresent in 'the scouting program and
that the annual collection of papers
helps the scouts and the public to be
more aware of saving our nation's
natural resources. The troop plants
many thousands of pine trees each year
in the spring.
Persons who have papers should call
753-3824 and give their name, address
and the location of the papers. "Only
newspapers can be taken, no°
magazines, booklets, etc.," Crafton
said.

Clear Tonight
Clear tonight. Chance of rain Wednesday dnd Thursday Lows tonight in
the mid to upperJ30s. Highs Wednesday
in the mid to upper 80s. Winds light and
variable tonight. Chance of rain 10 per
cent tonight and 30 per cent Wed.nesday.

across the campus.
"Although it will not be a glamorous
facility, it will be a most essential part
of the operation of the institution," he
said.
U. Gov. Thelma L. Stovall was the
guest of honor during the groundbreaking ceremonies, which were held
on the site of a new 69,000 KV substation
which will be constructed as part of the
over-all project and which will serve
the entire campus as well as the new
heating and cooling plant.
In addition to her secretary, Mrs.
Mae Girkey, others in the-Lieutenant
governor's party included Mrs. Martha
Layne Collins, clerk of the Kentucky
Supreme Court, and State Police Sgt.
Bill Starks.
Others speaking briefly -during the
ceremonies were L. L. Snedden, vicepresident for engineering with the architectural firm of Mason & HangerSilas Mason Co., Inc., Lexington, and
David H. Pritchett, deputy commissioner of the Bureau of Facilities
Management in the Executive
Department for Finance and
Administration, Frankfort.
Among the university officials and
other special guests on hand for the
groundbreaking were:
Russell L. Hulsey, who will be the
project superintendent; Robert A.
Deem, vice-president of Shambaugh &
Son, Inc., of Indianapolis, Ind., the
general contractor; J. H. Thonfas,
resident engineer with the ar-

chitectural firm; Hal Perry, Benton,
the structural contractor; Dr. Thomas
B. Hogancamp, vice-president for
administration and finance at Murray
State, and Orrin H. Bickel, director of
physical plant at the university.
Others included W. H. Crutcher,
foreman of the heating and cooling
plant and an employee of•Murray State
for 26 years, and his daughter, Mrs.
Helen Spann, secretary to County
(See University,Page 121

Court Okays
New Bylaws
For Hospital
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
approved an amended version of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board by-laws in special sessior.
Monday.
The unanimous approval came after
the court had turned down the bylaws in
a previous meeting.
The amendment to the bylaws will
now be considered by the Murra
Common Council which previously had
approved the revised set of rules
proposed by the hospital board.
The court also approved the tax rate
for the coming year, which will remain
basically the same as the current rate.

Local banking institutions have
shown a significant gain in assets
during the first six months of this year,
according to mid-year statements
released by the four local facilities.
. Local banking officials expressed an
optimistic outlook for the coming
months.
The Bank of Murray shows assets of
$75,150,000, up from $72.9 million six
months ago. Peoples Bank shows assets
of 148.704,000, up from $48.3 million six
months ago. Federal Savings & Loan
shows a total of $10 million in assets, up
significantly from six months ago. Dees
Bank of Hazel is up from $8.4 million to
a total of $8,719,000.
Randall Patterson is president of the
Dees Bank, which is housed in a new
modern building in Hazel. Harold G.
Doran, Jr., is chairman of the board.
The Bank of Murray has two branches
in addition to the main office downtown.
One is the new University Branch on
Highway 641 North, and the other is the
downtown branch at Fifth and Poplar.
Plans call for groundbreaking within 30
days to relocate the downtown branch
on a lot adjacent to the Southside
Shopping Center which the bank has
owned for several years. The lot is in
front of the Sherwin-Williams paint
store. Remodeling work on the main
office downtown in expected to be
completed in September.

Several Appear
On Drug Charges
Several persons appeared on drug
charges in Calloway Circuit Court
Monday,according to court records.
Brad Hendrickson, Barry Bequette,
Wayne Pifat, Woody Beardsley, Bobby
Harris, and Larry Orr all entered pleas
of guilty to drug trafficking charges,
according to court records.
Linda Robertson entered a plea of not
guilty to charges trafficking in controlled substance and trial has been set
for Thursday. Formal sentencing of the
others will be made later.
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Joe Dick is president of the Bank of
Murray and is chairman of the board of
directors.
'truce Thomas is chief executive
officer of the Federal Savings and
Loan, with Bobby Grogan as vicepresident, Helen Foley as operations
officer and Feggy Bazzell as teller. The
Federal Savings and Loan is housed in
a modern building at Seventh and Math.
Peoples Bank maintains a drive-in
branch on South_ Ink a Tv drivOn

branch at Sixth and Main, and a
university branch at 12th and Chestnut,
in addition to the main office downtown.
Consttuction is virtually complete on
a new university branch at 12th and
Extensive
Chestnut.
interior
remodeling was also completed last
year at the math bank downtown. A
parking lot is also maintained on Main
Street.
Harold Glenn Doran is chairman of
(See Banking,Page 12)
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$287 Million Local
Assessment Certified

The total assessed value of property in Calloway County is $287,670,506, according to Charles E. Hale, Calloway County Property Valuation Administrator.
The total assessed value of real estate after homestead exemption end the
agriculture exemption is $207,429,155. Homestead exemptions total
$14,280,545 and the agriculture exemptions total $39,933,170.
The total tangible property subject to the full rates is $47,178,982. Manufacturing inventories and equipment subject to state rate only are $11,843,41S2.
Intangible items total $14,406,052, Bank shares are $5,799,215, anel grain inventories are $1,013,620.
The tangible totals reflect an economic adjustment in inventories by the
Fisher-Price Company and the Tappan Company, Hale said.

Three Trustees Named
By WK Telephone Co-op
Three trustees of the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative, serving
Graves, Calloway. Carlisle, Marshall
and Hickman counties in Kentucky and Henry and Weakley counties in
Tennessee, were re-elected at the
cooperative's annual members'
meeting Saturday evening at Mayfield
High School.
Re-elected to three year terms by
acclamation were George Stephenson,
Graves County; Hermon Darnell,
Calloway County; and E. T. Inman,
Marshall County.
Holdover trustees include L. W.
Murdock, Cortez Schmidt, and Roy
Lowe, Graves County; Lassiter Hill,
Calloway County; Stanley Jones,
Carlisle County; and W. F. Cary, Henry
County, Tennessee.
Following the members' meeting, the
trustees met briefly and elected Jones
president, Schmidt, vice-president and
secretary, and Stephenson, treasurer.
The election of trustees was conducted by Farland Robbins, attorney
for the cooperative. The financial

report was presented by Bethel
Richardson, the cooperative's auditor.
In his annual report to the members,
Percy L. Finks, general manager, said
that loans in the amount of $10,395,650
have been approved by REA for the
conversion to all one-party sertice.
Fairdealing, Hardin, Kirksey and
Hazel exchanges have been completed.
Lynn Grove will be completed by the
end of July. Construction is underway
in New Concord and will be converted
to all one-party- service by December
31, 1976.
Finks noted that as of June 30, the
cooperative had a total of 15,223
telephones in service, an increase of 762
over the previous year. He said at the
completion of the burying of cable for
these the cooperative will have 2,300
miles of buried cable cable with an
$18.000,000 plant investment. Door prizes were awarded at the
conclusion of the meeting and the
Critic's Choice, a barber shop quartet
from Paducah, entertained prior to the
opening of the business session.

AT THAT MOMENT
Who thought of it first is beyond knowing. It h'ad been the dream of so
many so long a railroad stretching across the land from sea to sea; a
continent at last united; a nation's destiny made truly manifest with a
bond of steel. With the Civil War ended, the dream could become a
promise.
Starting from Sacramento, Calif., the Central Pacific, with a labor force
of 6,000 Chinese immigrants, pushed eastward through the whitecrowned Sierras, the parched desert. Starting frrom Omaha, Neb., the
United Pacific, with its force of adventurous, brawling Irishmen, pushed
westward across the boundless prairies, the torturous Rockies. After five
years of great striving of sweating and cursing and dying, the tracks
met_
Monday,May 10,1869,is bright and chilly at a place in the,high wilderness north of Great Salt take designated Promontory Point, Utah. A skim
of ice covers puddles and a stiff ivind tears at a small American flag atop
a telegraph pole near a gap ia the tracks where the last two rails will be
placed. Nearby, 14 tent saloons advertise potables with names 46 lusty
as their kick — Red Cloud, Blue Run, Red Jacket. Business is brisk. A fey,/
settlers straggle in on horseback. Three companies of U. S. Infarftry,
route to San Francisco, show up with a band. All is ready.
Just before noon, shrill whistles, one from the east, one from the west,
announce that the trains are approaching on the western track, the
Central Pacific's locomotive, the lupiter, with its funnel stack on the
eastern track, the Union Pacific's locomotive No. 119. They stop. A
polished laurel tie is put in place with holes pre-drilled to receive two
spikes,one of California gold, the other of Nevada silver. The silver spike
is fixed so that when it is tapped in place it will close a telegraph circuit
and a single word will flash across wires from coast to coast"Done."
A team of Irish railhands swings one rail across the Waiting ties; a team
of Chine,in clean blue jackets, swings the other. They slam iron spikes
in place to hold the rails to the ties—all except one, thi, laurel tie. From
the western traina.central Pacific director Leland Stanford strides forward with a silver-plated sledge hammer from the eastern train steps
Union Pacific vice president Thomas C. Durant. Both make brief
speeches. A minister offers a prayer.Stanford and Durant stand over the
laurel tie, smile. take up their sleitgeoland.drive home theliter ind the
gold spikes. Done.
•

After the spike driving ceremony, a photographer,"ind'rewl. Russell, asked the two engineers of the railroads to
step out front and shake hands. Samuel S. Montague of the Central Pacific and Grenville M. Dodge of the Union
Pacific posed, hands clasped, and a moment in history was frozen on Russell's fragile glass negative. After the
photo, champagne flowed, along with the Red Jacket and Blue Run, and, inevitably, souvenir bunters carved up no
fewer than six railroad ties for keepsake slivers. The laurel tie, along with the ceremonial spies, had been safely
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Berrill-Hoben Vows
Read Here Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Herrin of Murray announce the
marriage of their daughter Ellen Louise Berrill of Phoenix,
Arizona,to Thomas J. Hohen of Manchester, New Hampshire.
The wedding vows were held on Saturday, July 17, at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoben will reside in Gilbert, Minnesota.

'Dew.
-^

Boyfriend's Behavior
No Laughing Matter
By Abigail Van Buren
CtucasO roue* Iv V News Sod inc

DEAR ABBY: I have a ticklish problem, or perhaps I
should say a.."tickting" problem.
I have been going with this fellow for six months. He is a
peach and I adore him, but there is one thing I cannot
stand, and that is his tickling me.
He is 6 foot 5 inches tall, 35 years old, and weighs 190,
which needless to say puts me at a big disadvantage. He
thinks it's funny to tickle me until I am nearly hysterical
and beg for mercy. I have always been ticklish and probably
will never get over it.
I don't want to end this relationship, but if this keeps up
it may be the only solution. My nerves are always nn edge
when he approaches me, and I am beginning to lose control.
Ho* do t-get him to stop this childish action?
TORMENTED
DEAR TORMENTED: Tell him,.that if, he tickles you
again, it's the end of your relationship:And if be does, don't
hestitate to show him the door. His seemingly "childish"
action is nothing of the kind—it's sadistie.

Oakley Home Scene Luncheon
Held In Honor-Of Trudy Lilly

e
,
eiste Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

the luncheon tables which
were overlaid with embroidered Army-Navy cloths.
Place cards marked each
'place.
The blessing was asked by
Mrs. A. W. Russell after which
the guests enjoyed a delicious
Hostesses for the prenuptial
salad plate.
event were Mrs. John Fortin,
The hostesses presented
Mrs. Ken Winters, and Mrs.
Miss Lilly with a dinner plate
Oakley.
and cup and, saucer in her
Arrangements of daisies, chosen pattern of china.
Covers were laid for sixteen
roses, baby's breath, and
other'fresh flowers adorned guests.

Miss Trudy Lilly, July 24th
bride-elect of Nelson Gardner,
was honored with a bridal
luncheon on Thursday, July
15, at 12:30 p.m. at the lovely
home of Dr. and Mrs. H. L
Oakley, Olive Boulevard.

To Be Married

Mrs. Cochran Named
President Of Group
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran, local
dance instructor, was in
Biloxi, Miss., at the Buena
Vista this past week attending
the Southern Association of
Dance Masters summer
convention.
The Milltray instructor was
elected to the office of
president for a second term.
The association consists of
approximately 250 members
from fifteen southern states.
Mrs. 'Kay Taylor was
elected to a two year board
term, and Mrs. Suzanne
Neatherly to a one year board
term
.
: Both are associates of
Mrs. Cochran.
Roni Mahler, formerly of
American Ballet Theatre, was
the ballet instructor. Joe

Tremaine of Los Angeles,
Calif., choregrapher for'Mae
Davis, Lisa Minnelli, Raquel
Welch, and many more
conducted jazz and tap
classes.
Beverly Paschall, a Murray
student, attended also. Mr.
Cochran and son, Chad, and
Mr. Taylor accompanied the
group.
They also attended the
Dance Caravan in Louisville
in June. The first week of July
they attended a workshop held
by
Dance
Educators
Association of New York at
Miss Bonnie Sue Robinson
Western State University,
Bowling Green, and after
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Bonnie
examinations were accepted Sue Robinson to Charles Allen Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
as
members
of
that Charles J. Martin of Duquoin, Ill., has been announced by her
parents, Mrs. De/orus Williams of Winthrop Harbor, Ill., and
association..
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Robinson, MtBelmonte Court, Murray.
Miss Robinson is a 1973 graduate of Zion Benton Township
cm Tra
High School, Lon, fll. Mr. Martin, a 1972 graduate of Duquoin
High School, will graduate from Murray State University in
.December 1976.
The wedding vows will be read in a chlirch ceremony at
Duquoin,Ill., on Saturday, August 7.

1

from liftlynt Amelia

High adventure, humor, and
nostalgia are all part of this
book — plus Sarah McDermott, one of tkie most
engaging young hereines to
come along in quite a while.
A SPACE OF THE HEART,
Wright,
Patricia
by
Doubleday.
While Eleanor Lovell
cavorts around the English
countryside whith her gentleman friend, little did she
suspect that three months
later she would be banished to
Russia by her family who
considered her behavior
inexcusable.
INDIAN RAWHIDE, by
Mable Morrow. University of
Oklahoma Press.
This volume tells in words
and pictures about an almost
lost alt among the North
American Indians — the
making and decoration of
rawhide articles.

Of Interest To

Senior
Citizens
Work Day Planned
Here On Thursday

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Mia Beth Woodall of Murray
The work day at the Senior
Route Two was discharged
July 8 from the Community Citizens Greenhouse at St.
John's Episcopal Church has
Hospital, Mayfield.
been changed from Tuesday,
July 27, to Thursday, July 22,
at three p.m.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Senior Citizens please note
Michele Shane Seavers of
Murray Route One was the change in date and also the
dismissed July 13 from the change in time from morning
Community
Hospital, to afternoon. For transportation call 753-0929.
Mayfield.

.
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LIBRARY NOTES

DEAR ABBY: I've been wondering about the following
for quite some time: Many people think that if they si
counter in a restaurant instead of at a table, it's rult, New books at the Calloway
County Fublic Library innecessary to leave a tip. Is it?
folio ring:
I'm sure lots of people sit at the counter just to_get out of
tipping. Your answer will be appreciated.
, oy Harry -Car—
DORIS penter. fiegenery.
This is a book for all boxing
DEAR DORIS: No matter where one sits in a restaurant, enthusiasts, and ifalustrated
a tip is in order —unless, or course, the service is poor.
with hundreds of boxing
photographs.
DEAR ABBY: I am 67 and my husband is 71. A few
THE WEAVER'S BOOK, by
years ago, after all our children left home, it got so quiet
around the house we started going to a nearby supper club Harriet Tidball. Collier.
A practical, authoritative
to dance. We're both pretty fair dancers
guide
for
My husband has always lived in this territory. so there step-by-step
are usually some of his old girlfriends there who are either beginners by an expert
widows or whose husbands are poor dancers.
weaver.
Some of these women are very aggressive, and they ask
MEAN JOE GREEN AND
my husband to dance. Naturally, he's flattered and never THE STEELERS' FRONT
turns anyone down, which leaves me either sitting it out or FOUR, by Larry Fox. Dodd.
dancing with a poor dancer.
Based in large measure on
I am getting tired of being a "good sport" about this
personal
interviews, this book
What would you do in my place?
SITTING IT OUT captures how men from the
Pittsburgh Steelers were able
DEAR SITTING: I'd continue to be a "good sport," to achieve football's highest
Look at it this way: A dance or two is probably the only fun goal.
most of those widows get all week. (I'd be a little less
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
charitable, however, when it comes to trading my good TO KNOW ABOUT +ERA, by
dancer for someone's poor one.)
Mary. Delsman. MePanza
Press.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LITTLE D. IN BIG D.": If it
Ms. Delsrnan attempts to
were my decision, I'd marry the man who-was the best
explain
the contents in the
provider but didn't know how to kiss. It's easier to teach a
proposed 27th Amendment to
man how to kiss than how to take home $600 a week.
the Constitution of the United
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teenagers Want to
states.
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr
GRANDPA AND FRANK,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long
by Janet Majerus. Lippincott.
self•addressed, stamped (240 envelope

FOR WEIINESDAY, JULY II, 19711
Look in the section in which temperate in demands, do not
your birthday comes and find expect the unreasonable and
what your outlook is, according tackle as much as you can
to the stars.
without overtaxing yourself.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
(Nov. 73 to Dec. 21) ileirki
°
Y1
04 Despite a few minor obMar. 21 to Apr. 20) .
A fine outlook! Day will be stacles, you should do well now.
good for making profitable Work with those who are adept
deals and arrangements. at getting things done, and don't
Forge ahead with a carefully squander your fine talents on
prepared program.
trivia.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tikiiir (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /41
Certain limitations to your
Mixed influences, mixed
success can be overcome if you possibilities. How you react,
take time to redefine your aims how you meet competition and
and expand operations so as to how you cooperate with
make a wider use of your associates will be telling points
talents.
in day's results.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
May 22 to June 21) 11.491. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some challenges possible, but
A new prospect may be up for
face them — unafraid. With the consideration but, before acGeminian's ingenuity and cepting, ascertain whether it is
foresightedness, you should REALLY what you want
solve all situations handily.
PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(June 22 to July 23)
'Thinking about new ventures
Avoid a tendency toward will not be,enough. Back good
lethargy. You could make some ideas with ACTION — after
unusual strides if you put your determining their value,
talents to work. Stress your feasibility.
Innate adaptability in unusual
situations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
extremely
versa tile
—
(July 24 to Aug. n)
especially along artistic lines.
You may not blaze any trails Unlike simat Cancerians, you
now, but that shouldn't stop you are not especially studious but
from, being the dedicated in- you gain a great deal of
dividual you usually are. It will knowledge through reading,
pay, too — with gains of en- traveling — and observation.
during worth.
When you ARE interested in a
VIRGO
subject, however, you will
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
engage in intensive research
A better organized routine and learn all there is to know
could help you to bring things up about it You could succeed in
to the mark you desire, maybe either the business world
set a new record.
(especially as banker or investusent counselor) or in a
LIBRA
(Sept. 34 to Oct 33) sarri profession, depending upon
A test day of sorts. Select your your inclinations, but you would
own course if you prefer, but probably be happiest in writing,
avoid contention with those who music or acting. The mystic has
have a program on which you a strong fascination for you and
really should work. Cooperation It may evidence itself in either
religion or an extraordinary
will pay off.
interest in the occult Birthdate
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVeltF of: Ernest Hemingway, Amer.
Some unforeseen changes author; St. Philip Neri, founder
indicated. Take all in stride. Be of the Oratorians.

Family Reunion Held
By Lovins Family

By Estelle Spiceland
The Community Room of
the Federal Savings and Loan
Building was the scene of a
family reunion of about fifty
persons from many different
locations held on Friday
evening, July 16, brought
about by the visit to Murray of
Paul McGuire and wife from
Sunnyvale,California. Paul, the only son of the late
Mrs.
Margaret
Lovins
McGuire, drove his camper
over the long miles to see
again his only aunt, Mrs.
Hazel Utterback, nearing 90.
While here, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Lovins arranged to
have a reunion of relatives
representing all the late
brothers and sisters of Paul's
mother.
It was a coincidence that the
only granddaughter of the late
Edward Lovins, Wilma
Lovins, Gannon, and her
family could be present also
from Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
•
Others present for the
basket dinner were Mrs. Hazel
Utterback, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Lovins, Mr. and Mrs.
Oury Lovins, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Lovins, Otis Lovins, Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Lovins and son,
Erick, Mr. and Mrs. Linus
Spiceland, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Lovins, Charlie
Lovins,- Mrs. 'Jewel Lovins
Outland and grandchildren,
Charles, Jeaii, Jan, Judy, and
Jeff Outland, Melissa Outland,
Laura
Bright,
Becky
Moubray, Charles Owings and
two children, Paducah, Mr.

MOYIES IN MURRAY

Some of the children attending the morning Story Hour at the Calloway County
Public library on fitly 14 are shown as they visit with puppets from the puppet show
presented by the young people of the Memorial Baptist Church,directed by Ron Hampton. Those acting as puppeteers were Lynda Perrin, Krista Thomas, Charles Shaeffer,
Alan Shaeffer, and Mark Cunningham. They will present the program at the story hour
on Wednesday, July 21, at three p. m: for the school age children, ages 5-9. The Wednesday morning Story Hour will feature stories, Movies, and crafts about the sea and
seashore.

and Mrs. Douglas Shoemakerr&
Mrs. Annie Bailey and
'
.
grandson, Bill, Mrs. Thelma
Parker
and
grandson,
Creston, Miss Maud Nance,
Mr. and Mrs. John Livesay,
Mrs. Doris Nance,and John A.
Nance.

lafg

This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buv any of these securities
The offering rs made by the Prospectus.

Now you can earn up to

A

Tennis Lineups
Given, Thursday
Lineups for Group"A of thg
Women's Tennis on Thursday,
July 22, have been released by
the captain, Peggy Billington,
as follows:
No. One — Corinne
Stripling, Judy Nall, Rainey
Apperson, and Ellen Harrell.
No. Two
—
Peggy
Billington, Nancy Whitrner,
Janice Austin, and Lois
Keller.
No. Three — Nancy
Walston, Brenda Marquardt,
Betty Jo Purdom, and Ann
Williams.
No. Four — Janet Housden,
Patsy Oakley, Shirley Homra,
and Ann Burke.

Miss Nicks
Named To
Dean's List
COLUMBIA, MO.—Katrina
Lee Nicks, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Cochran,
732 Fairlane Drive, Murray,
was named to the Deans' List
with high honors for the spring
term, 1975-76, at Stephens
College,Columbia, Mo.
The honor, one of the highest
to be awarded a student at
Stephens, was announced
Monday by the dean of student
life and the dean of faculty.
Deans' List students who
receive the citation "with high
honors" must have a grade
point average of 3.8 or higher
out of CO and must participate
actively in campus life.
Stephens is an
undergraduate,
residential
women's college where
women prepare for careers
and-or graduate study while
obtaihing,.a liberal and fine
arts education for life-long
learning. Stephens' 1,800
residential students come
from 50 states and 13 other
countries to study for B.A.,
B.F.A. and A.A. degrees in
more than 25 academic areas.

PERSONALS
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGuire
of Sunnyvale, California, have
been the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman toying, South
16th Street, Miurray.
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with CREDITHRIFT.hivestrnent Notes
Price: 100%
(Available In denominations of 8100 or more)
Annuli kilsrest O(744% to 944% is payable quarterly
monitoy on Nobs of $5,000 or more) Of, it the
purchaser prefers, Interest is compounded quarterly
sod payable at maturity only. Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available.

Maturity

10 years
5 years
2 years

Effective Annual Interest Rate
(Miniefest * paid
quarterly or monday)

(It imres S compounded guar.* end
pod al matte* only)

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

10.11%
9.04%
7.98%

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A. are being
Issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc., a holding
:_.•..company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
-consume!fmance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. Thanet proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A. will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
representative of CFC Investment Inc. who is licensad on
this State. The representative(s) serving this area is listed
beiow. Or, if you prefer, phone toll-tree at 800-457-3741 (in.
Indiana, 800-742-3784) Inc a copy of the Prospectus

PHONE TOLL-FREE

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)

riownrm 4r)
`'-'''''''-.°11111117FINANCIAL INC.
In idurrii:
Ross Wilder,Suite 2 - Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753.5573
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Miss Karen Burkeen Is Married
To Allen Driskill At Church

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Driskill

On each side was a three
candle silver candelabra with
red, white and blue candles.
A bulletin board was fixed at
one end of the hall carrying
out the red, white, and blue
theme.
Welcoming the guests at the
receptian was Miss Kim
Erwin. Serving at the
reception were Miss Babbs
Terrell, Miss Lisa Rogers,
Miss Mary Kelly and Mrs.
Becky Armstrong.
Directing the reception
were Mrs. Marilyn Erwin and
Mrs. Geneva Cooper. Miss
Leola Erwin directed the
wedding and Mrs. Joanne
Mahan received the guests
before the ceremony.
The couple is now at home in
Columbus, Ohio.
The bride the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald E.
Burkeen of Murray Route
Four, was a 1976 graduate of
Murray State University
receiving a B. S. degree in
Journalism and English. The
, groom is presently employed
at Chemical Abstracts Services as a computer
programmer and was a
December
graduate
of
Murray State receiving a B.
S. in Computer Science.
- Prenuptial Eventa
The bride was honored with
a personal shower at her home
given by her sisters, Mrs.
Marilyn Vailes, Memphis,
Tn., and Rhonda Burkeen,
Murray. Approximatley fifteen people attended or sent
gifts.
A household shower was
given to the couple by the
, brides -farniIy it the South
Pleasant Grove Church.
Approximately forty-five
people attended.
A recipe shower was given
to the bride by Mrs. L D. Cook
and Miss Mary Moore Cook at
their home. Approximately
fifteen of the bride's friends
attended.

Karen Burkeen and Allen neckline, fitted curnrnberbund
Driskill, were united in and a deep flounce on the
marriage in a candlelight ski4. Completing the en,.
ceremony held at South semble was a lace edged stole.
Pleasant Grove United She carried a basket of
Methodist Church, Murray, rainbow colored daisy porn
Yodurday afternoon July 3.
poms with -a lace and ribbon
Officiating at the ceremony bow extending in front of the
were Rev. Hoyt Owens and basket matching the color of
Dr. Bill Mullins. The bridal her dress.
party assembled in front of an
Also included in the wedding
arch entwined with green ivy party were Mrs. Marilyn
and decorated with two Vailes, matron of honor and
baskets of fuji mums,gladioli, sister of the bride, and Miss
and daisy porn poms in a Rhonda Burkeen, bride's
rainbow of colors. On each sister,, They were dressed
side of the baskets ,were identieally with the matron of
candelabra with seven can- honor wearing green and the
dles also entwined with ivy. In bridesmaid yellow.
front of the altar were two tree
The groom, wearing a' blue
shaped candelabras -con- tintedo with a'white and'blue
taining 15 candles each.
ruffle shirt and coordinating
Organ music was presented bow tie, chose as his best man,
by Mrs. Olivene Erwin who Dwayne Driskill, his cousin,
Wood decks can be built in
played "This is Our Day," -0 who wore a white tuxedo with
many different ways, to solve
Perfect Love,". "Traurnimpesi," a lavender. ruffle shirt and
landscaping or outdoor living
and "Theme from Romeo & white bow tie.
problems, or add m'the
Juliet." Mrs. Blondavene
aesthetics of the house and
Serving as his groomsmen
yard.
Cook sang "The Wedding were Terry Jackson and Jeff
Likewise, decks can be built
Song" and "One Hand One Cates who wore green and
Heart" before the ceremony. yellow tuxedoes with white of several species of lumber,
including - western- cedar,
and "The Lord's Prayer" ruffle shirts and matching
western pine. Douglas fir and
during the ceremony.
bow ties. Kenny Erwin,cousin
hemlock (the last two often
Bride's Dress
of the bride, and Dale Driskill, graded together and sold as,
The bride escorted blf"her groom's brother, served as hem-fir).
father, wearing a- green ushers and wore white
A booklet contain.ng tinnstruction details for raised, partuxedo with a white ruffled tuxedoes with blue ruffled
quet and hexagonal decks is
shirt and green bow tie, and shirts.
available for 25 cents in coin
given in marriage by her
The bride's mother wore a
parents, was attired in a floorlength green floral jersey from Western Wood Products
Assn., Dept. '513-P, Teen
formal gown created in knit dress styled with V.
Bldg., Portland, Or 97204.
maraca ine
jersey
knit neckline and empire waist.
featured a softly gathered White accessories and a corbodice emphasized at the high sage of white carnations
waist with a pearl rope. The accented the dress. The
mandarin collar was encircled groom's mother wore an
with pearl dangles, the long empire waisted green double
full sleeves were gathered to a knit dress with green lace long
waist band, and the unadorned sleeves and wore white acfull skirt flowed to a chapel cessories and a corsage of
train. The full length illusion white carnations.
was attached to a pleated
Reception
maracaine turbin centered
Following the ceremony a
with matching pearl dangles. reception was held in the
She carried a cascading fellowship Hall of the church.
bouquet of pink roses, white,
The bridal table was
purple, and yellow daisy porn covered with a lace cloth
poms. with rainbow color under which there was a royal
streamers tied in love knots.
blue cloth. At one end of the
Assisting the bride as maid table was the three tiered
of honor, Sarah Cooper, wedding cake which was
bride's cousin, was wearing divided between tier with
an orchid floor length gown of white lattice posts filled with
dacron cotton voile flocked red net. In the &ter was a
with various color rose floral arrangement of red
clusters, styled with V- roses and Queen Anne's Lace.

Decks Adapt
To Home Uses

T Is for Tunic

1:!
4:1
Ito

Lakeside Picnic
Held By B8PW
At Shea Home

ihr Num.,
I cagrr Ir Visor.

ea Si

McReynolds Home Is
Named, July Award

The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
held its July 15 meeting, a
lakeside picnic, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Shea.
Mrs. Annie Nance gave the
invocation_ Following the
brown sack supper, the group
discussed fund
raising
projects. President Linda
Carter gave incoming officers
and committee chairmen lists
of their club duties.
Present were: Jessie
Shoemaker, Opal Roberts,
Laurine Doran, Annie Nance,
Betty Hill, Frances Shea,
Frances Whitnell, Ruby Pool,
Bea Hughes, Connie White,
Bobbie Waters, Ola Mae
Roberts, Doris Rowland,
Evelyn Lockhart, Odelle
Vance, Lucille Thurman,
Linda
Carter, Dorothy
Rogers, members, and guest,
Mrs. Homer M. Barton of
Columbus,Ohio.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday,July 211
Phebian Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
Mrs. Theron Riley, teacher,
will have a social at the ladies
parlor of the church at 7:30 p.
in.

Mt.
Pleasant
United
The Garden Department of summer home for potted
Methodist Church will have
the Murray Woman's Club has house plants.
Martin's Chapel United homecoming services with
awarded the'home "Yard of
Methodist Church Women will Bro. Larry Wilson, missionary
The north foundation plants
the Month" for July to Mr. and include
meet at the home of Miss from Ivory Coast, West
a
leather-leaf
Mrs. Harold McReynolds of viburnum, sultanas, hollies,
Frances Whitnell at seven p. Africa, as speaker.
1002 County Cork Drive, rhododendrum, and mahonia.
in.
Gatesborough.
From here the view across the
Party for ninth through 12th
Their Spanish colonial home spacious open vs acre lawn
Murray Tops Club will grades at Oaks Country
Club
is surrounded by appropriate leads to north border planmeet at Immanuel Lutheran is scheduled from eight
tp
and well-placed annuals, tings of,red flowering crab,
Church at seven p.
eleven p.m. with Marilyn
shrubs, and trees. A brick wall white piste, Cheroke red
McCuiston, Ginni Hopkins,
leads from the street to the dogwood, with Yucca at each
Murray Assembly No. 19 Kay Outland, and Linda
spacious, balconied porch and corner. Colorado Spruce are
Order of the Rainbow Girls Adams as chairmen.
continues to the driveway at also found in this area.
will meet at the iviasonic Hall
the left of the home. Plants in
A comfortable west brick
at seven p. m.
Swishower from Memorial
the area between this walk patio is surrounded by
Baptist. Church will be at the
and the house present an in- nahonia, blue ageratum,
"Grand Day" for Senior Piney Camp Ground, Land
formal arrangement of soap- dwarf Burfordi,• and carissa.
Citizens will be held at Ellis Between the Lakes, at five
tree, Yucca, variegated "Red begonia appear in this
Center
from ten a. m. to three p.m.
euonymus, nandina, Cedarus garden and in the south
p.
m.
Each
one is to bring a
Dedora (cedar), upright garden along with silverSaturday, July 24
person or persons that is
juniper, -and' red
elf edged English holly and red
Members of Murray-Shrine
CLEANIN
G
CLOSET
grand
to
them.
pyracantha. Red begonia petunias.
Club and their wives will meet
Make it easy to find what
form a border along this walk.
The south driveway is you need and
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m. for
save
steps
at
Red azaleas, Japanese holly, bordered by five oriental
Day Camp For Children I a family style dinner. All
same time. Have a welland nandina flank each side of cherries and ends with a mass
(grades
1-2) will be
t Shriners and wives invited.
organized cleaning closet.
the porch steps. Yucca, planting of purple lilacs.
Memorial Baptist Church at
Instead
of
piling
cleaners
planted at the right earner of
The McReynolds planned and waxes haphazardly on a nine a. m.
the house, • continue the
and landscaped their yard shelf, put them on a lazy Susan
Spanish theme of landscaping. themselves
July 14, 1976
and with their that revolves and brings you
Wednesday, July 21
Within the five-arched
Adults 106
children, Lisa, Greg and the cleaner you need at the
Bowling
for
senior
citizens
openings of the balcony, hang
Nursery
3
Steve, derive much pleasure touch of a finger.
will
be
at
Corvette Lanes at
baskets of Boston fern,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
from their gardening efforts.
And when you're going to 1:30p.m.
asparagus fern, black-eye
Baby Girl Dick (mother clean a room or do a major
susans, red geraniums, and
The song sparrow has several chore, put everything you'll
Carol S.), Rt. 1, Murrat
Murray
Open
Duplicate
sultana. Here also are planter favorite perches to which it
DISMISSALS
need — sponges, clothes, Bridge Clab will meet at
boxes of red petunias and comes back day after day to
Claude 0. Jones, .Rt. 1,
cleaners, waxes — in a handy Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
geraniums, as well as a sing its song.
'Maul, Mrs. Dora M. Bucy,625
tote basket.
S. 4th., Murray, Mrs. Nella M.
Thursday,July 22
Day Camp for Children H, Johnson, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
grades 3-6, will be held by Dorothy S. Wagoner, Hamlin,
Memorial Baptist Church at - Mrs, Linda M. Newsome, Rt.
1, Box 206 A, Farmington,
nine a.m.
Mrs. Vickie L. York and Baby
Murray Chapter No. 92 Girl, Rt. 4, Benton, Miss
Royal Arch Masons will have Melisa L. Byers, Rt. 1, Hardin,
a called meeting at 7:30 p.m. Miss Belinda M. Bumphis, 384
The Mark Master degree will Pine, Murray, Golden Kirk.
Ftt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Sarah E.
be onferred.
Calhoun, Rt. 7, Box 360,
Ellis Center will be open Murray, Mrs. Patricia D.
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for Haley and Baby Boy, Ftt. 1,
Senior Citizens. Workday will Water Valley, Willie Harris,
be at Greenhouse at St. John's RI. 3, Box 321, Murray, Ruth
Episcopal Church at three Lassiter, 717 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Minnie Dunn, Fern
p.m.
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Mrs.
.-..Poris" Concert by Murray Bessie N. Darnell, Rt. 3, Box
State University Summer 363, Murray, Robert A. Cole,
Orchestra, directed by Prof. 201 S. 9th., Murray, Mrs. Onie
Neale Mason, will be at Lovett M. Cleaver, Ftt. 2, Murray.
Named as "Home Yard of the Month" for July by the Garden
Department of the
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. ,No MrS.;Loyola Wyatt, 422 S.8th.,
Murray Woman's Club was that of Mr. and Mrs. Harold McReynold
s.
Mureay.
charge.
Staff Photo bv David Hil

Hospital Report

Just forYout.
A Drive-in Window!

dfallr

To have your best FLORIDA VACATION
_
mail coupon to

V49EttonVilage,of Florida
P0 Box 951, Clermont, Fist. 32711
s•no us your free cow brochure right awayi
Name
Address
City

State,zip

Bit Family Villas for the price of a redo! room-

4,1

Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort of charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
In Orlando's sun country. NellJ'
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the fun sites:
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard,sunning patio,
room for 6 to B. Bike-trails, THE LONG, LONG love
olympic-sized pool. affair with T-shirts conRessoratione: Call Collect
tinues. The Knitted Textile
-1104-2101-40111
Association, has selected
this as an adaptable and
Daily trom
fashionable
weekend
wardrobe.
Wear
the
$28
(6
nyesta knit tunic over
For The
narrow pants, the dress
Entire
alone or the pants with a TFamily
top. (Tunic and pants by
Jack Fuller for Nuance.)

Friday, July 23
Shoplitrut for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for transportation.

It saves you time and its very convenient.
That's the reason we built it!
Drive through the entrance on Maple between 3rd 8,4th Street and let Marilyn McGinnis,
Jane Barnett or Marsha Hargrove help you.

Main Office

Bank of Murray
building tomorrow together ,
FDIC

The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher

*Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc

EDITORIAL

We Welcome
A New Industry
Even though the big question ployment of over 200 persons.
on the local scene economyAny time new jobs are
wise is still "When will Tappan created a community's overall
get back to work?" the an- economic health will improve.
nouncement last week that a
new company is locating in
We. welcome the Calloway
Murray gives our community a Manufacturing Company to our
welcome shot-in-the-arm.
community and tip our hats to
Even though the new clothing Hoyt Roberts of Roberts Realty
manufacturing concerns plans who worked behind the scenes
.to begin production with only 60 for many weeks negotiating a
to 80 employes, future projec- lease to enable the company to
tions are aiming at a total em- locate here.
'71-Business Mirror

Moderate Advances
And The Economy
ByJOHN CONNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — The Ford administration's upward revision of its
own econbmic forecast demonstrates
not only the power the incumbent has in
an election race, but how events can be
colored by point of view.
It is doubtful at best that the seven
million jobless Americans will agree
that the economy is undergoing a
"strong surge," or that those who
cannot afford a new house are happy
about their predicament.
It is true that the economy is expanding, and that the President in all
fairness can claim much of the credit,
but he and his predecessor must also
assume some of the blame for the
preceding, devastating shrinkage.
Whether we are moving ahead or
falling behind is an important contideration, but movement and direction
are only part of the story; equally
iMportant is relative position, and a lot
of people don't think it's much better
now than it was in 1971.
There is no doubt that consumers and
businessmen feel better about the
economy than they did a year ago, but
whether that constitutes a "restoration
of confidence," as Alan Gr!..enspan
said, is debatable.
Retail sales did jump in June by 2.7
per cent, according to the government,
but did you notice that the jump was
made possible by a simultaneous, 2.1
per cent, downward revision of the May
reading?
In other words, as much a surge of
statistics as cf consumer sentiment.
A popular consumer confidence
survey to be released later this week
indicates consumer confidence improved "moderately" in June, but that
"there is certainly no dancing in the
streets." The mood, it says, is"waitand-see."
Busieessmen haven't exhibited great
enthusiasm either. In the manner in
which they express themselves most
positively, by conuniting funds for
expansion, they have been decidedly
soft-spoken. Capital spending is
Sluggish.
Of more than passing interest is the

timing of the Ford administration's
upward revision of its forecast, for it
comes just a few days prior to the official report on Gross National Product,
which most likely is slowing.
If any surge in output occurred it was
in the first quarter, but monthly
statistical reports since then indicate
the pace of expansion has become what
most economists seem to term
"moderate."
Why Greenspan, the chairman of the
President's Council o(. 'Economic
Advisers, should use the term "surge"
is a mystery, because heretofore he has
always stressed the moderate, healthy
character of the advance.
"Moderate," in fact, is the
description that most economists apply
to the recovery. There are relatively
few of them vain believe that the
immediate future of the economy isn't
for continued moderate improvement.
In the political rather than economic
area, however, a moderate advance
aparently doesn't arouse excitement.
Moderation might be encouraging but it
isn't terribly exciting.

Funny
Funny World
Long Beach, Calif.—Peggy Nichols
goes fishing twice a week—for her
turtles.
"I used to feed my turtles hot dogs,
but the price of meat has gone up so
much I can't afford it," explained the
Long Beach housewife. "So I feed them
fish." 1,
Her tu#fes wke eating as much as 30
pounds of hot dogs a day.
Mrs. Nichols has more than 200
Tortoises and turtles in her front yard,
on both sides of the house, in the
backyard and in aquariums inside her
home.(Press-Telegram)
Longboat Key — Thieves who stole
Lena, a 2-foot-high red macaw
weighing 5 pounds, had better hope the
bird never escapes. That's because
Laps can talk. The bird, valued at $500,
was reported stolen from a cage at the
Naturalist Sunday night. Its mate was
left behind.(St. Petersburg Times)

House Of Labor Stands
.United Behind Carter
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON CAP) — Divided in
1972, the House of Labor stands united
in this year's presidential election.
Jimmy Carter has won the AFL-CIO
endorfement,
with
federation
President George Meany declaring, "I
think'he wants to change things —
change the whole economic picture."
Meany's announcement Monday of
the APL-CIO endorsement gives the
DerriOcratic nominee support from
virtually the entire labor movement.
The big independent labor groups —
among them, the auto and mine
workers and the National Education
Association — have either endorsed or
are expected to soon back the former
Georgia governor.
The Teamsters, the nation's largest
union with two million members,
supported Republican Richard Nixon
for re-election four years ago. But this
year, Teamsters chief Frank Fitzsimmons has denounced President
Ford's economic policies to such a point
that one union official said he couldn't
back the GOP-now "even if he wanted
to."
• Ford was expected to win the backing
of conservative construction unions
until he vetoed legislation that would
!lave broadened their picketing rights.
Now the "hard-hats" are lining up
behind Carter. "I cannot find anyone, at any level,in
the official family of the American

labor movement who is going to be for
Gerald Ford," Meany said in explaining why Carter will have labor's
"all-out support."
Meany told a news conference
Monday that with the Republicans "It's
tweedle-dee Ford and tweedle-dum
Reagan or the other way — tweedledum
and tweedle-dee."
The 81-year-old patriarch of the labor
movement said he is "very happy" with
Carter, adding, "I think he wants to
change things — change the whole
economic picture, and that's what we
want to do."
Meany steered the AFL-CIO to a
neutral course in 1972 and refused to
back the Democratic candidate, Sen.
George McGovern. However, several
individual unions went for McGovern,
while others, including the building
trades, backed Nixon.
The AFL-CIO endorsement came in a
resolution adopted unanimously by its
Executive Council, which said Ford
hurt confidence in government "by
pursuing economic policies that
brought about the worst recession in 35
year's, by seeking to impose minority
rule through an abuse of the veto power
unparalleled in American history...."
Shortly after the announcement,
Meany entered George Washington
University Hospital for tests. A
spokesman said Meany, bothered by a
bronchial condition, would be
hospitalized three or four days.

R. Gene McCutcheon, editor

I.:diforials and opeuunated artitieN on this page an presented for
the purpose of providing•toren, for the free eschange of differing
upinions letters 1.0 1.00 141101' at responur to echtorials and
oponated a rticlea arerioatenised
The editors at We..11110111B0Uongl behest that to land
opinionated articles grimly
which parrallel the editorial
phalunoph) of this newlsaper
be a disservice to our readers.
therefore or urge reeterseieSeast agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented In an individual enter in a column. to respond
alai their feelings on the particular iMue being discussed

Garrott's Galley

10 Years Ago
Miss Rita Hurd was crowned as Miss
Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen
by last year's queen, Miss Ginger
Pierce, at the pageant featuring fortyone Calloway girls. First runnerup was
Theresa P.esig and second runnerup
was Phyllis Cunningham.
Michael White, member of the
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club.
showed the Senior and Grand Champion in the 4-H and FFA Division of the
Jersey Show of the Calloway County
Fair. Robert Blalock, also of the 4-H
Teen Club, showed the Junior ChamPion,
Bob Farmer has returned home after
serving with the U.S. Army for two
years with the last eleven months of
service being in Vietnam.
The Murray American Legion Team
beat Paducah 1-0 in the District
American Legion Tournament held at
Paducah. Tony Thomas was pitcher for
Murray.
Red potatoes are advertised as a ten
pound bag for 39 cents in the ad for Jim
Adams1GA this week.
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When Popeye Ross Speaks,
His Customers Listen
By M.C.Garrott
When Popeye Ross, who operates the
Chevron station at Main and 15th where
an electric traffic signal ought to be,
tells his customers something, they,
take him seriously. Most of the time
they take his advice. Sometimes it gets
them in trouble.
Some years ago, Woodrow Rickman
drove into the station one day, and
while' his car was being serviced
happened to remark to Popeye 'about
how sluggish its performance had
seemed to be lately.
"What you need, Woodrow, is to get
out on the road and blow the soot out of
it," Popeye told him. "You just drive it
around town all the time and the carbon
needs to be burned off the plugs. Get out
on the highway and run'er 70 or 80 miles
an hour for a few minutes. That'll do
it."
A few daysiater, Woodrow and Mrs.
Matzen were going down to Hazel
whin he remembered what Pope,ye had
told him, and he tromped down on the
accelerator. They were sailing i8out 80
mph, a'burning the carbon off the plugs
when they heard the dreadful wail of a
siren. Coming up on them from behind
was a state patrolman. He motioned
Woodrow to the side of the road.
Although Woodrow was a former
Calloway
County sheriff, the
patrolman, a new man in the area,
didn't know him from Adam and pulling
out his book and beg" writing out a
speeding ticket.
"But, officer," Woodrow tried to
protest. "I was only doing what Popeye
told me to do — burning off the carbon,
from my spark plugs!"
"Popeye!" exclaimed the patrolman,
looking up briefly, then shaking his
head and muttering, "That's a new
one!," proceeded to write out the ticket.
++++++
I pass this along from W. E.
Crutcher's column, "Publisher's Pen,"

PM

in The Morehead News. It's from the
magazine "Highways of Happiness,"
and headed "How Rich Are You?"
You are richer today than you were
yesterday if you have laughed often,
given something,'forgiven even more,
made a new friend, or made steppingstones of stumbling blocks.
You are richer today than you were
yesterday if you have thought more in
terms of "thyself- than "myself," or if
you have managed to be cheerful even
if you were weary.
You are richer tbnight than you were
this morning if you have taken the time
to trace the handwork of God in, the
commonplace things of life, or if you •
have learned to count out things that
really don't count, or if you have been a
little blinder to the faults of friend or
foe.
You are richer if a little child has
smiled at you, and a stray dog has
licked your hand, or if you have looked
for,itie best in others, and have given
others the best in you.
++++++
Then comes Alois Jones, whose
supervision keeps the Murray State
campus looking so neat and pretty, and
gives me this "Short course in Human
Relations."
The six most important words: !`I
admit! made a mistake."
The five most inportant words: "You
did a good job.'
The four most important words:
"What is your opinion?"
The three most important words: "If
you please."
The two most important words:
"Thank you."
The least important word: "I, except
when it is buried in the middle of the
word `FAITH'."
++++++
Now, I would say this is "getting
4rith" the Bicentennial observance! A
Miami, Fla., dentist, Dr. David Vine,
wants denture wearers to have a
"Bicentennial Smile." For $150, he will
make red, white and blue dentures with
stars and stripes. And, for a bit extra,
he'll engrave "1776" on the teeth.

Opinions expressed in this COlUITU1 are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Tlmes.
'leaders who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor.)

Carter And Liberalism

Bible Thought
And God said. Thy name •shall
be called no more Jacob, but Israel:
for as a prince haat thou power with
God and with men, and hest prevailed. Genesis 32:28.
Jacob became a new man. The
New Testament promise is that "if
any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature." If you .are "in Christ,"
then "behold, all things are become
new."

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The Republicans don't even have a
nominee yet to carry their Presidential
banner but they have made one thing
"perfectly" clear.
They will run primarily on one thing:
anti-liberalism.
Already, Republican leaders are
boasting how the choice of Senator
Walter Mondale, as the vice
presidential pick of Democratic
standard bearer Jimmy Carter, is
going to help the Republican nominee.
In 1964, there was no such thing as
fear of liberalism. The American voters
proved that when Barry Goldwater
went down to a humiliating defeat.
But in the post-Vietnam era,
liberalism is a term that is just about as
bad as a four-letter word. The
Republicans found in 1972 they could
use this term instead of standing on
issues.
That too is their plan for the 1976
election. The Republicans I don't think
has e any accomplishments to stand on.
Therefore, they will spend the rest of
the summer and/all trying to convince
the American voters
- that Minify
Carter and Walter Mondale are too
liberal.
Such hogwash!

Where would this nation be today if
we had been founded on conservatism?
The answer: we'd be another part of the
British Empire,that's what.
Where would millions of senior
citizens be today if it were not for
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Social
Security Act? They would be In pauper
homes,that's what. Somehow,people have become mixed •
up on the definitions of liberal and
-conservative.
It's now accepted as a liberal
philosophy to cut defense spending.
Jimnly Carter speaks of cutting from
five to seven billion dollars from the
defense budget which is nothing more
than an offense budget.
Yet, because Carter wants to cut the
defense budget, he is called a liberal in
that area.
President Ford is a conservative,
yes. But where has conservative action
gotten us? A veto of• the HumphreyHawkins bill, little action in civil rights
and as a matter of fact the voting rights
'
section has not even been extended
during the Ford administration4
Jimmy Garter coMbined liberal and
conservative forces, to get his —
nomination. And if he can bring a party
together I think he can do the same for
the nation.
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If it fits,we hcwea savings plan
custom-tailored to your needs.
The average cost to raise a youngster to age 18 is
now $34,364, according to U. S. Government figures.
Let us show you hew a plan of regular savings can
help prepare you for such a large responsibility—
and give you a new point of view on making your
money grow.
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20 Years Ago
Workmen of the Drake Steel Service,
Central City, started this week to tear
down the old water tank located on
Walnut Street between North Third and
North Fourth Streets, Murray,
.
Vernon Shown, former,,Ilitperintendent of schools at Morehouse, Mo.,
has been appointed director of field
services at Murray State College.
Mrs. G. W. Buckingham, age 64, died
July 18 at her home on Murray Route
Four.
A Farmer-Banker Field Day will be
held at the Marvin Hill Farm on July 27
Featured speakers will be Riicseo
Hunt, tobacco specialist from the
University of Kentucky, and Holmes
Ellis, manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Dr. James H. Bondurant, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant, has been
admitted to a one year intern training
program at the Philadelphia General
Hospital. He is a graduate of the
University of Louisville's School of
Medicine.
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Scholarship
Fund At MSU
Established
Members of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity in Paducah
have pledged continuous
financial support for a
Scholarship fund which will
provide two 8250 awards ez -31
year to an incoming freshman
at Murray State University.
To be known as the Alpha
Phi Alpha Scholarships, the
awards will be supported by
the pledge of $250 annually by
the fraternity members and a
matching amount from the
universtiy.
The
first
scholarships will be awarded
for the 1977-78 school year.
Robert Deboe, an admissions counselor at Murray
State and the coordinator of
the effort to establish the
r- scholarship, said guidelines
specify that eligible students
must be from high schools in
the Jackson Purchase of
Kentucky and must have at
least a 3.0 of a possible 4.0
grade point average for seven
semesters in high school.
Fraternity members who
have pledged support for the
scholarship include: Birdius
W. Browne, vice-president of
Draughon's Business College;
Dr. Andrew Morton, orthodontist; T. G. Mundy,
director of Mundy Funeral
Home; Melvin W. Taylor,
president of West Kentucky
State
Vocational-Technical
School; and Stanford Barnes,
school coordinator of Wed=
Kentucky
Vocatiozial.,
Technical School.
Deboe said the scholarship
is part,.ef the minority
recruitment program supby the 81.2 million
grant to the university for the
Advanced
Institutional
Development Program
(AIDP ).
•
He added that Paducah
members of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity will be the guests of
Murray State at a dinner at
Grief's
Restaurant
in
Paducah on the evening of
Aug. 3. Hosting them will be:
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
president; Dr. Ted Morford,
AID? director; Phil Bryan,
director of school relations;
and Deboe.
Alpha Phi Alpha is the
oldest Greek fraternity for
black men in the U. S. It was
founded at Cornell University
in 1906. The Zeta Omicron
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha at
Murray State was chartered
in 1909.

..... •......

en's Casual Knit Shirts
Great COMM shirts tor men Designed
with tope necks, tong sleeves and
yokes. Polyester, cotton bien•
svirtZes

to XL

599
EACH

•••

Men's
Long Sleeve Knit Shirts
sleeve
Me
"
long
shirts easy
polyester knit
cotton
blends
Designed with patchwork yokes end
tips necks Many handsome colors to
Cars

Rep. Hubbard

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

choose from. Sizes Sto XL

ROSES
,

99

LUVY

PRICE

EACH
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Favors S. S.
Increase Bill
WASHINGTON, D. C. — As
a result of an amendment to
the First Budget Resolution of
1975
suppprted
by
Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Ky.), thousands of
Social Security and Supplemental Income benefit
recipients in the First
Congressional District of
Kentucky have received a 6.4
per cent cost-of-living increase in their checks
received earlier this month.
"Our older citizens with
fixed incomes are finding it
almost impossible to cope with
the spiraling cost of living,"
Hubbard remarked. "We
cannot ask people who have
worked hard all their lives to
bear the brunt of our domestic
economic problems and to
watch their retirement
security being eaten away by
inflation," he added.
Hubbard
that
noted
Congress granted the needed
Cost-of-living increase in the
face of Administration efforts
to reduce benefits and services to older citizens under
the Social Security program.
PRECISE
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Attcrney James O'Gara was
approached by a man who
asked, "Can you spare ii cents
for a little wine to cook my turhin,?,,
--b'Gara handed over 20 cents
and told him to keep the
change
PAPER INDUSTRY
NEW YORK (AP) — Paper
was first made in America at a
Philadelphia mill in 1690.
Today, the paper budness is
one of the 10 largest industries
In America, with 1975 sales exceeding $30 billion. Total world
demand for paper, according to
Robert S. Hatfield, chairman
and chief executive officer of
The Continental Group, Inc.,
has increased at an annual rate
et almost 6 percent since I*
eM Is now at 1111 Million WM•
rat.
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Seperates for Active Summer Wear.
SKIVVY TOPS
Care-free Shirts for Boys
5_47

The hit of the season - fashionable
rugby shirts. Styled vent long sleeves,
horizontal stripes and three button
neck with contrasting collar. Many
handsome stripes in sizes 8 to 18.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

EACH

•

Skivvy tops are designed with
fashionable c' ght prints, short
sleeves and tape necks. Made of
100% polyester 4 sizes Sto L

JEANS

396

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

EACH

OTHER OUTSTANDING BUYS!
CHAISE LOUNGE

Custom 20-inch with 2 speeds . . .

PORTABLE FAN
20-Inch. 2-speed :-.•rtabie fins feature balanced Noes, cNic vite gills and motor that
never needs oirc

13a

Boys long sleeve MN shirts in
polyester, cotton blonds: Tie-dyed for
the fashion look Styled with Noe
necks and novelty designs on yoke
Boys'sizes8 to 18

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

497
EACH

25

tt

Kitchen Fresh and Delicious . . .

Bagged Candies or Gum
Chet** Wain a vanety of chocolates hard or
aeft sending or outdo 9Urn
kitchen fresh
ind *piteous Net tvelones from 5-oz to 8%
02 ,

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

976

Has no odor or taste

HOT DOG and DRINK
Diablo and reaching hot dogs with all the ROSES
mountings and a smell Ice cold coke Cirb SPECIAL
you,appetite and saVe.
PRICE

Green & White Webbing
Reg.'12.99

Qt. Size Charcoal Lighter

On-the-run or a leisurely snack .. .

Long Sleeve Shirts for Boys

7+V

Youll love the well worn look and feel
of fashionable prewashed denim.
61,4 are 100% cotton derwri
beans..
-easy to match" faded due Sizes B to
10.

540

Ng)

PEG 544

38.

Quart size can of Barb-O-Lite
is quick,
easy and has no odor, taste or soot

LAWN CHAIRS
Green & White Webbing
Reg. 4.99

376
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Cardinals Handcuffed
By 'Washed Up"Hurler
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
D'Acquisto took a 5-1 lead inning and Cincinnati beat inning help from Mike MarAP Sports Writer
into the ninth but walked pinch Pittsburgh behind the five-hit shall. Niekro also delivered a
Some walks, some runs and hitter Jerry Murnphrey and pitching of Pat Zachry. run-coring single in Atlanta's
John D'Acquisto usually threw two balls to Bake Concepcion's blow off Jim three-run fourth.
headed for the nearest exit. It McBride before being relieved Rooker followed
The Mets suffered a severe
Cesar
got so bad that one writer by Mike Caldwell, who was Geronimo's single, a sacrifice blow wheriKingman, who has
nicknamed him "Ball Four" nicked for a two-run single by and an intentional walk to 32 home runs, suffered torn
D'Acquisto.
Lou Brock.
Pete Rose. Pittsburgh's runs ligaments in his left thumb
Affer posting San Francisco
D'AcqUisto - also helped came on solo homers by Bill while trying to make a diving
rookie records with 12 wins himself with his bat. He Robinson.
catch of Niekro's pop fly
and 167 strikeouts in 1974, singled in the third inning and
Mines 5, Dodgers 3
double in the third inning.
D'Acquisto underwent elbow eventually scored the tying
The Phils ended Burt Kingman underwent surgery
surgery last year that limited run and doubled and scored in Hooton's mastery over them Monday night.
him to 10 appearances with a the sixth.
by coming from behind with
Padres 3,Cubs!
2-4 record and a dismal 10.29
Dave Winfield tripled to
Reds 4,Pirates 2
three runs in the ninth inning
earned run average.
Dave Concepcion's tie- on a pair of bases-loaded start the eighth inning and
Eight starts and seven relief breaking two-run double walks and a sacrifice fly. scored the winning run on
jobs this season weren't much snapped a 1-1 tie in the fourth Hooton, who had defeated John Grubb's sacrifice fly
better -an 0-rreccird and 6.47
Philadelphia seven straight while Brent Strom scattered
ERA - but the hard-throwing
times, took a 3-2 lead into the seven hits in handing the Cubs
right-hander worked eight
ninth but was kayoed when their seventh consecutive
COLT LEAGUE STARS-The Murray Cob team All-Stars will open tourney play at 6 p. is. Wednesday against Fulton In tbi
promising innings Monday
Greg Luzinski followed a defeat.
double elimination tourney at Brooks Si...in Paducah. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Hal Hendricks, flathmt
against St. Louis. He allowed
single by Mike Schmidt with a
Knoth, Thomas Kendall, Bill Wilson, John Chniman, Mickey Spann, David Mathis and Grettis Bumphis. Front row, Coach Darrell
only four hits and two runs and
vicious line drive off Hooton's
Gibson, Mickey McKee!, Mike Utley, Ronnie Gibson, Larry Watkins, Kim Sims, Brad Taylor, Dean Cherry and Coach Bill Hughes.
The
Murray-Calloway
walked off with his first vicright leg that went for a
tory as a starter since April 16, County swim team will close double.
(Staff notes by Mike Sremise)
1975, as the Giants defeated out its season Thursday.
Charlie Hough relieved but
The local swim team will walked
the Cardinals 5-3.
Jay Johnstone and
Never blessed with pinpoint host Mayfield at the Murray- Garry Maddox to tie the
control, D'Acquisto issued Calloway County Park Pool. game. Elias Sosa took over
eight walks, but five came in The meet is scheduled to begin but he walked Tommy Hutton
the first three innings. He at 4 p.m. and it is the first time to force in the tie-breaking run
The Murray Country Clab
didn't walk anyone from the this season the teams will and Bob Boone's second Junior Invitational Golf
fourth through the seventh have met.
sacrifice fly of the game Tournament will be held July
Murray is 2-2 on the swim delivered an
and when he returned to the
29.
insurance run.
dugout the small.Candlestick season, having split a pair of
Tee off time for the tourney
Park crowd of 1,587 gave him meets with Paducah and
will be at 8 a m.
Astros 3, Expos I
Calvert City.
a standing ovation.
The entry fee will be eight
Greg Gross and Bob Watson
"I never gave up on myself,
drove in seventh-inning runs dollars and it includes a
Gun Confiscated
swimming team, this in the cheating incident that resulted ever and Russia's seventh and the fans were behind me
with a single and sacrifice fly practice round, lunch and
By BOB GREEN
all the way," D'Acquisto said.
in the disqualification of a consecutive team title.
200-meter freestyle.
MONTREAL (AP) - respectively as the streaking- favors.
AP Sports Writer
Russia's hopes for a repeat -I had everything going. It Canadian police detained an Astros posted their fifth
The minimum age is 10 and
MONTREAL 1API - The She was more impressive Russian star in the Modern
team title in the Modern was a big stepping stone for American police detective consecutive triumph and llth golfers who are 1976 high
very imperfect Olympics - than the powerful East Pentathlen.
World records fell in Pentathlon took a severe jolt, me.''
who was carrying a pistol in a in the last 13 games behind the school graduates are eligible
with all its troubles and strife, Germans who have won every
when
Boris
In other National League camera bag Monday into five-hit pitching of .J.R. --te--aompete. There will be
fears and police forces, event on the women's profusion. But what are world however,
records when pefection is Onischenko was disquified by games, the Cincinnati Reds Olympic boxing competition Richard.
three prizes awarded in each
threats and boycotts - sud- swimming program so far.
a jury of appeal for using an shaded the Pittsburgh Pirates at Maurice Richard Arena.
"We're getting good pit- Age group.
denly has been graced by She made secondary a offered?
The Russians won the team epee that had double wiring in 4-2, the Philadelphia Phillies "It's simply a custom, a way ching, our clutch hitting is
Age groups are as follows:
perfection.
gold in the women's gym- it and could register a touch beat the Los Angeles Dodgers of life, among American better and our defense has 10 and 11, 12,13, 14-15, and 16Its a tiny package,this little
nastics, but it was almost even though he had not 5-3 with a ninth-inning rally, police to carry their weapons improved a lot since the start high school graduate.
bit of perfection, standing only
the Houston Astros downed wherever they go," said of the season," said Manager
overlooked in the outpouring touched his opponent.
Anyone wishing to enter
4-feet-11 and weighing in at 88
"There is no doubt the Montreal Expos 3-1, the Canadian officials. "They Bill Virdon, whose club has should send the entry fee to
of praise and affection for
pounds of pure grace and
Nadia, who is now the over- whatsoever in our minds thiirlattlantak. Braves posted a 4-2 tend to forget it is against climbed into third place in the Mrs. Larry Contri, 1504
rhythm, topped by a pony-tail
whelming favorite to take4he It was a deliberate attempt to triumph over the New York Canadian law." The man, NL West.
Hen;y, Murray. Be sure to
and occasionally spiced by a
individual
all-around title fraudently alter the results," Mets, who lost major league carrying official police
state age with entry fee.
Braves 4, Mets!
saucy gesture.
,
By The Associated Press
said William 0. Grut of home run leader Dave documents and equipment,
Wednesday night.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The deadline for entering
Phil Niekro limited the Mets
It's magnificent little Nadia
'
East
Long John -Naber was the Sweden, secretary-general of Kingman for about six weeks, was told he could have his to a pair of singles over the the tourney is July 26. For
Comaneci, a 14-year-old
W
L
Pct. GB
Romanian girl, who has New York 55 32 .632 - star of the American swim the International Union for the and the San Diego Padres pistol back - when he returns first six innings and notched further information, contact
edged the Chicago Cubs 3-2.
captured the imagination of Baltimore 43 44 .494 12 team that collected two more Modern Pentathlon.
his 10th victory with seventh- Mrs. Contri at 753-8256.
to the United States.
Cleveland
42 43 .494 12
gold medals and helped push
the world, one billion of whose Detroit
1
2
40. 44 .476 13/
the United States' ac41 46 .471 14
people have watched on Boston
35 49 .417 10/
1
2 cumulation for the Games to
television her performances Milwkee
West
that are truly unbelievable.
Kan City
56 33 .629 - three gold, four silver and two
Texas
46 42 .523 9/
1
2 bronze. East Germany leads
46 44 .516 10
with four gold, three silver,
She opened the Games with Oakland
M4nnesota
41 47 .466 14/
1
2
three bronze. Russia has three
a perfect score of 10- the first Chicago
40 47 .450 15
ever achieved in the Olympics California 39 SA .419 19
gold and one bronze.
Monday's Results
- on the uneven parallel bars
The 6-foot-6 Naber, a senior
Cleveland 3-3, Oakland 2-10
California 4-6, Milwaukee 2-1
Sunday. And she followed that
at Southern California, won
Baltimore 4, Kansas City 3
with a mind-boggling, second
the 100 backstroke in World
Minnesota 6, Detroit 5
perfect score on the hazardous
record time of 55.49, then just
New York 3, Chicago 2
Texas 4, Boston 2. 11 inningS
balance beam yesterday.
missectin his bid for a doubleTuesdalos Games
And still she wasn't done.
Oakland (Torrez 8-9) at gold evening. He was outtouched by Bruce Furniss,
There was more to come - Cleveland (Dobson 11-7), (n)
Baltimore (Garland 11-1) at
more of that which is supposed Kansas
Santa Ana, Calif., an hour
City (Bird 9-2), (n)
to be unattainable by mortals.
California (Ross 6-11) at Mil- later in the Inen's 200
She recorded still another waukee (Augustine 2-7), (n)
freestyle.
New York (HOltzmart 8-6) at
perfect score last night in Chicago (Brett 5-4), (n)
Furniss won in world record
De,roi,(Fidrych 10-2) at Min- time of 1:50.29. Nabor was
optional performances on the
nesota (Singer 8-5), (n)
uneven parallel bars.
Boston (Jones 3-0) at Texas timed in 1:50:50 and - Jim
Montgomery, Madison, Wis.,
(Briles 7-5), (n)
Wednesday's Games
"I was very glad," she said.
made it the second American
California at Cleveland, (n)
-But it wasn't the first time.
sweep of the Games with his
Oakland a, New York, (n)
I've done it 19 times."
Milwaukee at Kansas City, 1:50.58 for third.
But no one had ever done it (n)
Detroit at Chicago, (n)
"I'm very glad," said the
in the Olympics.
Bos,on a, Minnesota, (n1
gregarious Naber. couldn't
Baltimore at Texas, (n)
Her spectacular perhave swum
a
better
formances brought to their
NATIONAL LEAGUE
backstroke race."
•feet a wildly-cheering crowd
East
W
L
Pct. GB
No one ever has. He was the
of 18,000, some of them almost Phila
59 27 .6136 first to crack 56 seconds in the
tearful in their adoration of Pitts
48 38 .558 11
1
2 event and foiled East Ger.this flying, twisting little girl New York 48 45 .516 14/
St. Louis
40 48 .155 20
many's Roland Matthes'
Who usually wears a poker Chicago
36 33
'
- .404 24/
1
2
Montreal
26 57 .313 311
face devoid of expression.
/
2 hopes of winning a gold in
West
three consecutive Olympics.
But she can, and does on Cincinnati 57
34
626 Matthes, the world record
perfect occasions, flash that Los Ang
.549 7
50 41
47 45 .571 10/
1
2 holder until these Games
appealing, beguiling smile of Houston
San Diego
45 47 .489 12/
1
2 started, finished third
behind
youth.
Atlanta
42 18 .467 14/
1
2
Peter Rocca, Orinda,
39 54 .419 19
Ller fantastic displays San Fran
Monday's Results
and said he wouldn't compete
_ -overshadowed another 1-2-3
San Francisco 5, St. Lotris.3
at the event again.
sweep hy the American men's
• Cincinnati 4, Pittsburgh 2
• te.-.4re-on-8, MontraaJ. 1
John _Ilenchen,.Santa Clara,
Atlanta 4, New York 2
Calif., also set a wild recora
San Diego 3, Chicago 2
with a clocking of 1:03.02 in
Philadelphia 5, Los Angeles 3
Tuesday's Games
leading the qualifying for the
Houston (McLaughlin 0-0 and
men's 100 breaststroke and
Griffin 5-2) at Pittsburgh (Can
•'494
Marla 9-4 and Kison 7-5), 2, prompted a happy coach Doc
(,n)
Counsilman to observe:
Atlanta (Messes-smith 9-8) at
"We'll just have to wait till it's
Montreal (Carrithers 3-6), (n)
New York (Koos(nan 10•6) at over and count the medals."
Cincinnati (Nolan 8-4), (n)
The East German women,
Philadelphia (Carlton 10-3) at
San Diego (Jones 16-4), (n)
like the American men,
St. Louis (McGlothen 8-8) at remained
unbeaten with two
Los Angeles (Rau 8-6), (n)
Chicago (R. Reuschel 8-7) at more swimming triumphs.
San Francisco (Halicki,9-11), Andrea Pollack led an East
(n)
German sweep of the women's
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis at Los Angeles
200 butterfly in Olympic
Philadelphia at San Diego
record time of 2:11.41. Korn Ai
Chicago at San Francisco
Ender, Matthes' fiance, won
Houston a, Pittsburgh, (n)
Atlanta at Montreal, (n)
the 100 freestyle in 55.65, a
New York at Cincinnati, (n)
world record. Petra Primer of
East Germany was second
and Enith Brigintha of
See Marjorie Major
Holland third.
_ _Trove! Consultant
Bulgarian Norair Nurikian
bantamweight
the
w,on
TOURS,
FOR
CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
weightlifting gold with a world
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 44!
fite
record combined lift of 577.5
No Charge by vs.
pounds. Grzegorz Cziura of
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Poland was second and
Travel Literature call
Kenkichi Ando of Japan third.
fri the only 6ther gold medal
753-GOGO (4646)
event, Romania finished
white Meese Office Ileikline,
711 Male Street
second to Russia in the
Equal Opportunity Employer
Murray, Itesitedry
women's gymnastics and East
Germany took the broFze. It
Acres of rive Parking
Limit Rights Reserved
was Romania's highest finish

Swim Team Season
To End Thursday

Murray Junior
Invitational
Set July 29

14-Year-Old Gets Third Perfe6 Mark At Montreal

Records Overshadowed
By Comaneci Perfection
Major League
Standings

MAGICOLOR

HOT
SUMMER_
SAVINGS

PAINT

EXTERIOR LATEX
IN A CONVENIENT
2 GALLON "RE-USABLE"
PLASTIC PAIL!

WARRANTED
1-COAT LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

••••i•

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AO' MY

•

•

•

4410ft

••••

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Bostick Allows Just One Hit

Murray Little League
All-Stars Get 6-0 Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
"There's enough umpires out
there that this looks like a
World Series," said a fan
Monday night as he looked out
at the Mayfield Little League
diamond.it
There were four umpires,
double the usual number of
regular season play, since the
tournament is much more
important than the basic
'eague game.
Something else sort of
reminded one of the World

Series too: the Murray Little
League All-Stars are back at it
again.
For the past two years,
Murray's Little Leaguers
have reached the semifinals of
the State
Tournament.
Monday night at Mayfield,
they took the first step up the
ladden toward a third trip as
Murray defeated Lyon County
6-0 in a 55-minute contest.
Maybe Murray hurler Kim
Bostick wanted to get home in
time to watch "Jigsaw John"
an television or maybe he just

a

cl
gh
•le
be
ch

16er
to
504
to

NEAR PERFECTION — Kim Bostick pitched a new-perfect
game Monday as he gave up just one hit as Murray's Little
League All-Stars clipped Lyon County 6-0. Bostick chalked up
13 strikeouts and walked only two.

Kere in the
racation
Itacquett

wanted to win the game but
It seemed" That one run - top of the sixth as he fanned
whatever, he did it in a hurry. would be enough to win the the side.
Pitching nearly perfect game and it did turn out that
Besides needing only 55
baseball, the hard-throwing way; one rim would have been minutes to throw his shutout,
righthander allowed just one enough but once Murray Bostick used just 78 pitches.
hit in his six inning stint. That started with one run, they
One of the more impressive
was the only time in the game didn't want to stop.
things was the aggressiveness
a ball was hit out of the infield.
Finally, in the last of the at the plate by Murray. Lyon
Keeping the ball down low' fourth inning, Murray beoke County hurler Joe Kemp
and ...thsowleig a sharp the ice. Calvin reached on an fanned only two batters in the
breaking curve, Bostick kept error and catcher Bruce contest as Murray kept the
ONE THERE — Kevin Calvin of Murray steps on second and forces out Shannon Greene of Lyon
the Lyon County batters off Taylor singled. Both Men wood on the ball the entire
County. Calvin's throw to first was just a split second late as the Murray infield nearly comstride all evening. Bostick moved up a bag on a passed contest.
pleted the unuusal 3-6-3 twinkilling.
finished the contest with 13 ball.
In the second contest played
(Staff Plobtos by Mike Breeise)
strikeouts and walked only
Hargrove then ended the Monday, Murray watched
two.
shutout when he slapped a Mayfield Eastern trounce
In the top of the first, after single into right. After one was Paducah American 9-2.
striking out the first batter, out, Ben Underwood came Tonight, , Fulton
plays
Bostick issued a walk to Bruce through with the biggest hit of Mayfiell Western while
Wadlington of Lyon County. the game when he smashed Paducah National will play
After a wild pitch and Wsed one past the Lyon County Marshall County in the
ball allowed Wadlington to shortstop and two more runs nightcap.
third, Bostick settled down came home, Underwood
Murray will play Mayfield
and fanned the next two men winding up on second.
By ALEX SACHARE
Eastern at 6:30 p. m. Thuran additional major league
Terms of the _agreement
to retire the side.
AP Sports Writer
Underwood went to third on sday while tonight's winners
meeting to further discuss the never have been formally
Lyon County started south- a groundout by Vic Marshall play at 8 p.'m. Thursday.
NEW YORK (AP) — Only agreements," he explained.
announced, although it is
paw Joe Kemp on the hill. and scored to make it 4-0 when
Thursday's two winners one hurdle remains to be
There was 'known to be a known to include a framework
After getting the first two Dan Key singled in a run.
meet Friday at 7 p. m. for the cleared on the path towards measure of opposition among under which a player with five
Murray batters out in thi first,
Bostick gave up his only hit title. The winner of the settlement of baseball's long the owners concerning the years in the major leagues can
Kemp nearly got his right- in the top of the fifth. Lyon Mayfield tourney will then and often bitter labor dispute agreement, which
would demand to be traded, and
fielder knocked out of the County second baseman Ken play next Tuesday at Mayfield following ratification of the replace the so-called
reserve that demand is not met
game. Shortstop Kevin Calvin Galusha hit a shot past Calvin against Henderson.
agreements by major league system, which began to may become a free agent after
of Murray ripped an outside at short and that ended the noIf the winner of the Mayfield club owners.
crumble last winter when one tnore_year...4.
_
pitch into right but somehow, hit bid.
tourney defeats Henderson,
It is now up to the 600- arbitrator Peter Seitz granted
Any player who thus
Lyon County's Shannon
The next man up, cen- that team would then host the member Players Association free agent status to pitchers beconies a free agent may
Greene made the play and terfielder Kevin Whiggizigton, Owensboro arep winner July to give its approval to the Andy Messersmith
and Dave negotiate with up to 12 teams,
saved what would have been hit one up the middle for what 30th with the winner of that agreements reaehed in McNally,
a decision twice going in _inverse order of the
at least a double and possibly appeared to be a sure hit after contest being one of the final Philadelphia during last upheld by
the courts.
previous season's standings.
even a triple. ,
four teams in the state.
Bostick was unable to get it.
— week's All-Star break, and
Limits will be set on the
BostickJanned the side in
But Calvin, Charging ft
according to the union's
New Name
number of free agents who
Lyon County
the second frame and gat the from short, scooped up the
executive director, Marvin
ab
may be signed by any one
HOLLYWOOD,
Fla.
(AP)
first man on strikes in the ball and made a brilliant play Morns-4
3
—
Miller, that endorsement is
Wadltruoon-lf
club,
and a player who goes
2
General
Manager
Glenn
third inning to run his string to to first and that made it two McKmne y -3b
expected by the end of the
3
the free agent route is bound
Sonmor
says
he
wanted
K's to six in a row. The string out. Bostick then fanned the Corley-lb
2
the
month.
to his new team for at least
1
ended though with one out JR next man and worked out of Kemp-p
Malone-as
"We're in the process of transplanted Cleveland five years.
2
Gal ustui-2t,
the third when Greene the small jam.
2
getting the documents out to Crusaders to have a name
2
Whinulgtomet
reached o'n catcher's inIn the Murray half of the Greene-rf
the teams, and then we'll identifiable with the Sunshine
2
Tyson -Out
Totals
terference.
19
ilth, Calvin walked with one
begin the voting," Miller said. State so the World Hockey
Murray
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Second
Association team will be
The next batter up, Mitch out and stole second. After two
a b rh "We would hope to have it
as the Florida baseman Mike Tyson, the St.
idorris, hit a hard grounder were out, Hargrove came Sims-2b
3
0 completed within two weeks, known
3
0
Louis'Cardizials' hottest hitter
Breakers.
down toward first. Don through with his second RBI Santagado-ci
Calvin-as
0 maybe less."
2
"The idea of a breaker during July, has been placed
Hargrove made the play to single of the game and then Taylor<
3
1
Miller
was
confident
the
Hargrove-lb
3
2
Calvin covering second for one Dan Key singled in Hargrove Key
-rf
players would follow the coming off the Atlantic and on the National League's 153 0 1
day disabled list.
out but the throw back to first and the final score of 6-0 was Underwood-3b
3 1 1 owners'
action and accept the crashing against the beach
Marshall-If
2 00
Tyson broke his left index
was just a fraction of a second on the board.
Rostick-p
2 02 proposal.
"I think the mirrors the impact of
finger
during a game in San
hockey,"
Totals
Sonmor
24
said
7
late for what would have been
MonBostic finished the game in
agreements represent
Lyon Co
000 000 0-1-2
day as he announced the Francisco Sunday.
a rare 3-6-3 twinkilling.
the style of a champion in the
Murray
000 42z 6-7-0 tremendous advances for the
players in a great many areas, team's new name.
"We'll " be physical and
and that over-all they
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers v.& born met
represent a fair and equitable aggressive and we won't be
intimidated."
received their helm
settlement," Miller said.
The Breakers announced
delivered copy of lbe
The owners' acceptance of
merrey Loilpor Um& by
the four-year agreement was their first home game in the
530 p.m. lhomay-Frikly
announced by Commissioner Hollywood Sportatorium will
by 3:30 vie. on Setwerys
be Oct. 15 against the BirBowie Kuhn on Monday.
ere orged 0,coll 753-1916
Bulls.
iningham
home
The
between S:30 p.m. wed 6
"The club owners have
Ikeirricitri, or
approved and therefore games will' be played on
339 p.n. led 4 p.m fotwratified the recommendation Wednesday, Friday and
Mom to &Awe &livery of
of the Player Relations Sunday nights.
tlwa rawspopor. CAS meet
The
WHA
team
moved
to
Committee that the collective
Its pieced by 6 p.m. timbbargaining agreements with Hollywood after continuing
er's to 4 pm. Soterdeys to
financial problems and low
georentee &livery.
the Players Association be
okayed," Kuhn said. "There attendance in Cleveland.
were 17 votes for approval,
including a majority in both
leagues," from among 24
owners. A simple majority of
13 approvals, including at
least five in each league, was
needed.
Although there were 17 yes
1
votes from among 24 owners,
that does not mean there were
sem,cagewey awe,earn
HARD ENOUGH — Kevin Calvin hit this one hard enough and in fact, nearly tore the glove off
seven
no votes, the comthe Lyon County rightfielder. The boil is in the corner of the picture, leaving the piste area.
Contact
4$9-2414
missioner said. "The balance
411-V21
Bill Fuller or
of the club owners largely
Johnny Parker
supported the view of desiring

Only One Hurdle Remains In
Long Player-Owner Argument

All Weather Charter
vy Air Rentals
xFlight Training Air Ambulance
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.

Olga Only Shadow Of
What She the,c1 To Be Keep upkeep down.

the
Inn at
Cobbly Nob
at the Great
Smoky Mountain
National Park
R.F.D. No. 3 Gaflinburg, term 37738
For Resecvation
Coll Collett (615) 436-9333

By VItTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer
MONTREAL (AP) — Olga
Korbiit di* Nadia Comiltieci
shook hands.
The woman who reigned as
the queen of gymnastics and
the princess who is taking her
crown met and clasped hands
Monday in the throneroom of
the Olyzimics.
"I feel we are friends,"
Nadia, the
14-year-old
Romanian, said later of her
meeting with he 21-year-old
Korbut of the Soviet Union.
The meeting lasted a
moment as the No. I Soviet
team greeted the No. 2
Romanians. Olga stood with
her teammates on a platform
and extended her hand dawn
to Nadia.
But it was Nadia to whom
the crowd paidhomage — and
Olga seemed to know it.
Nadia, a younger, more
skillful, more callected Olga,
but without Olga's warmth.
Nadia brought the crowd to
its feet with two perfect scores
of 10 in the uneven bars and
the balance beam. They were
her third perfect scores in two
days, but the _19th of her
career.

Nadia was consummate other or cast only a
skill and grace, a serious little nonchalant glance in their
technician.
rival's direction.
•
Olga stumbled, wavered • At last, - as Nadia stood__
and even fell as she came off ready for the uneven bars,
the vault. She nearly fell off Olga was poised on the runthe balance beam. She struck way for the vault. There was a
her head in a practice pause. Neither looked at the
somersault. Her once impish other.
smile was thin.
They waited. The air was
Nadia stood No. 1 overall charged.
after Monday's competition.
Finally, Olga plunged to the
Olga stands fifth. She failed to vault, twisting eloquently in
qualify for the final com- midair, but landing impetition in floor exercises in perfectly and scoring 9.70.
which she won a gold medal
On her second try, Olga
four years ago.
landed off balance and fell on
Even on her own team, the her behind. scoring 9.15.
slight Olga is being upstaged
She walked away, turned
by upstaged by the even her back to Nadia on the
slighter Maria Filatova, a 15- parallel bars and began
year-old crowd charmer with pouring paper cups of ice
151g white bows on her two water on an apparently sore
ponytails.
ankle. Nadia scored 10. The
Asked later if she planned to crowd cheered and stood up.
retire after these Olympics.
Olga walked off to find a
Olga said, "Nyet," but said water cooler at the far end of
she.was interested in pursuing the arena and poured more ice
theater arts.
water on her ankle. She never
On Sunday, Nattta and Olga looked back.
both said they hadn't seen
Nadia's team was kissing
each other perform.
her. Three times,she returned
On Monday, they were in- smiling and waving.
tent on their own perOlga didn't watch.
formances and .seemed
In the end, they clasped
deliberately to ignore each hands. .
—

Maintenance of a building is an important cost factor from the day you move in.

Butler systems buildings reduce that
factor. They're designed so all the
- rts.work toget her to form -an joie!.
grated, whole. And we build them to

stay together. So their performance
is predictable.
When it comes to upkeep, were, up to
keeping it down.
For more informatioN----eall us. We're
your Butler Builder*.

Let us build you a
Butler Building
,
'..3t.JTLEF2>

CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route T, Box 52.5
Calvert Oty, Kentucky 42029 Phone 35-419$
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Writers Having Trouble
In Locating Athletes

Cm int

Twins' Campbell Gets
His 11th Relief Win

EucLii Tills-:*)

PORTS

By WILL GRIMSLEY
official doors and seeking an
AP Special Correspondent
audience.
MONTREAL (AP) —
It's
been the
most
Where's Nadia? Anybody seen frustrating chase of great
Olga? What's the chance of a spectacle.
picture of Teofilo? Let us
Tbrough the early days,
know if you run into louliaka. Stevenson has been the most
You'll recognize her easily — elusive.
she's 7-2.
Not slated for action until
They're the shooting stars of the weekend, he flits in and out
XXI
the
Olympics. of his quarters, to and from
Everybody's straining for a training, from the boxing
look at them. You may get a stadium to the Village without
quick look. Then, whish. anybody laying an eye —
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
They're gone.
much less a glove — on him.
Top-seede
d Larry Gottfried of
Nadia Comaneci, the 14In the Cubans' quarters in
Lauderdale, Fla., a
year-old Romanian wonder suite 120 below ground level in Ft.
child c! gymnastic long horse building C, a huge Cuban flag decisive first round winner,
and bars, in three days has of blue and white stripes with moved into second round
established herself as the a white star in a red triangle action of the National Junior
undisputed queen of the hangs on the wall while a Clay Court Championships
today against unseeded Doug
Games.
small staff fields constant
Adler of Los Angeles.
She has spectators and requests to see Stevenson.
Gottfried, younger brother
untold millions of television
tennis professional Brian
of
fans gushing just as the Soviet A young man with a Fidel
play
Union's whirling watch fob, Castro beard is nice but the Gottfried, opened
Monday
with
a
6-2,
6-3
decision
Olga Korbut, did at Munich excuses fly like soldiers
over Bob Kronauge of Dayton,
four years ago. Olga remains marching off to war.
one of the Games' premier "Sorry, Teofilo is at Ohio.
In other first-round seeded
attractions.
breakfast."
singles action Monday, Robert
To these gymnastic tykes
He is training."
Vanthof of Downey, Calif.,
have been added the names of "He is gone to the arena."
Teofilo Stevenson, Cuba's "No one knows when he will ranked No. 2, defeated Jack
Silver of Levittown, N.Y., 6-4,
Olympic, heavyweight boxing be available."
champion, and Iouliaka Stevenson is the giant of a 6-4; third-ranked Eliot TeltSemenova, Russia's 7-foot-2 man — 6-feet-4 and 230 pounds scher of Palos Verde, Calif.,
Amazon of the basketball — who crushed America's beat Andy Kohlberg of Larboards, as the athletes people Duane Bobick at Munich in chmont, N.Y., 6-0, 4-6, 6-0
most want to see and talk to — 1972 and went on to win the while fourth-seeded Tony
Gianunalba scored a 6-0, 6-1
but can't.
heavyweight gold medal.
over
John
Of the 3,000 newsmen There are some who contend victory
Moneypenny of Saddle River,
gathered
here
from he might be a threat to All's
N.J. ,
throughout
the
world, crown if Castro would give
No. 5 Jay DiLouie of Dallas,
probably 2,900 have been him the freedom to try.
Tex., defeated John Depew of
scurrying around,knocking on Ngbody will ever know.
Midlothian, Va., 6-2.6-2; No.6
Van Winitsky of Miami Beach
served a 6-1, 6-2 decision to
Scott Kobern of El Paso,Tex.;
and Erick Iskersky of
Rossford, Ohio, ranked
PARK LEAGUE
seventh, won 6-3, 6-1 over
PONY LEAGUE
The Cards went ahead to
Kim Wilson fanned 13 Andrew Chaikovsky of Harbeat the Astros in the bottom batters for the Its to beat the tford, Conn.
Orioles 9-8.
of the sixth 5-4.
Also, John McEnroe of
' For the winning Cards,
Charlie Wells and Donny Douglas Manor, N.Y., No. 8,
Ricky Harrison hit a triple and Thompson each had two hits beat Omar Sebastian of
a double while teammates for the winning squad.
Dover, Del., 6-1, 6-2; ninthRichard Jones and Ezra
Keith Edwards had a homer seeded Juan Farrow of St.
Schroeder each added a while George Bell had three Louis won 6-2, 6-3 over Jon
double.
hits. Teammates Scotty Hill Gerdsen of Orlando, Cal.; and
For the Astros. Jimmy and Kelly White added two No. 10 Christian Dunk of Santa
Baker hit a triple while Shawn hits apiece for the losing Anna, Cal., defeated Bill
McClure and Bill Maddox Orioles.
Rogers of Marietta, Ga.,5-7,6added a double.
Alan Gibbs fanned 15 bat- 2, 6-2.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
ters for the Dodgers to come
Also, Jim Hodges of Chevy
The Athletics came from from behind to beat the Astros Chase, Md., ranked 11th, beat
behind to beat the Cubs in the 4-3.
Rick Perry of Wichita Falls,
championship game 6-4.
For the winning Dodgers, Tex., 6-2, 6-1; No. 12 Tommy
'Mark Boggess was credited Gibbs, Arleigh Knoth, Steve Cain of Richmond, Va., beat
with the win.
Barnett, and Andy Bar- Wiliam Siegel of Massapequa,
Jimmy Parrish hit a double tholomy each had a hit.
N.Y., 6-0, 6-2; and No. 13 Jon
for the winning A's.
Grady Bostick struck out 13 Paley of Encino, Calif.,
Kelly Calvin was the losing batters for the loss.
defeated Leif Sheras of
pitcher.
Rosiirk had a double while Milwaukee 6-3,6-4.
Calvin hit a double for the teammate Eddie Requarth
Also, Curtis Stalder of Palos
losing Cubs.
added a hit.
Verdes, Calif., ranked No'l4,

National Clay Court Tourney
Now Underway In Louisville

Baseball Results

beat David Kiefer of Cin- Hodges against Pete Tchercinnati 6-0, 7-5; fifteenth- ness of Harrisburg, Pa.; Cain
ranked Lloyd Bourne of against Pender Murphy of
Pasadena, Calif., defeated Charlotte, N.C.; Paley against
Joseph Meib of Raleigh, N.C., John Bailey of Little Rock,
2-6, 6-2, 7 5; and No. 16 Jeff Ark.; Stalder against Jack
Robbins of Salt Lake City Neiriken of Miami Beach,
defeated Eric Fieberling of Fla.; Bourne against David
Santa Cruz, Calif.,6-2,6-4.
Smith of Cresskill, N.J.
Other matches scheduled
today included Vanthof
Chokes Earlier
against David Kelley of
Deland, Fla.; Teltscher
MONTREAL (API — Susan
against John Galbraith of New Nattrass of Hamilton, Ont.,
Vernon, N.J.; Giammalba had no excuses for her dismal
against Andy Garcia of day as the first woman ever to
Miami; DiLouie against Dek compete in an Olympic
Potts of Washington D.C.; shooting event. She finished
Winitsky against Brian Gager 20th after two rounds of the
of Richmond, Va.; Iskersky clay pigeon event and said:
against John Olson of Bowie, "Most people choke near the
Md.; and McEnroe against end of an event but I did mine
Tim Stuart of Nashville.
much earlier." Asked J she
Also, Farrow against felt any resentment from her
Armond Molino of Hollywood, fellow male competitors, she
Fla.; Dunk against Bill said "There hasn't been any ...
Godfrey of Ann Arbor, Mich.; )hat I know of."

1

By BOB GREENE
third but needed relief in the of singles in the fir* game
AP Sports Writer
eighth.
while Collins' two-rim single
Bill Campbell stuck to his
The Royals jumped out to a keyed a five-run third inning
fast ball, a decision that 1-0
Lead on Al Cowen.s' solo in the nightcap.
enabled the Minnesota relief home run,
Indians 3-3, A's 246
but Baltimore went
pitcher to capture his Ilth ahead 2-1
Cleveland used pitching to
in the fifth and
victory of the season.
Reggie Jackson's two-run capture its fourth straight
"I haven't thrown in a homer—
his 12th of the year — victory before Oakland
couple of days, but I felt pretty sealed
the verdict for the erupted behind its hitting to
good out there," said Cam- victorious
capture the nightcap.
Orioles.
pbell, a 8-foot-3 190-pound
Yankees 3, White Sox 2
Jim Bibby and reliever Jim
righthander. "After we had
With the score tied 2-2 in the Kern limited the A's to just six
the lead, I just stuck to my fast ninth,
Thurman Munson hits in the first game as catball and got the last four
scored from second to lift New cher Ray Fosse, playing his
batters."
York to victory when Chits first game since coming off
With a strong wind blowing Chambliss
laid down a perfect the disabled list, scored two of
toward left field Detroit
drag bunt and Chicago pitcher the Indians' runs.
blasted four home runs off the Jack Broharner
In the nightcap, Billy
threw the ball
Minnesota pitching staff, past fii-st
Williams pounded a two-run
base.
including one off the fasthomer and Don Baylor and
balling Campbell. But the Rangers 4, Red Sox 3, 11 in Bill North each smacked
twoTwins outlasted the Tigers 6-5 niligs
run doubles to pace the A's
Boston
continued
to snap a three-game
its
attack.
American League losing nosedive despite a new
manager.
Toby
Harrah's
streak.
More Reporters
Detroit led 6-4 on Lyman two-out single in the bottom of
the
11th
scored
MONTRE
the
winning
AL (AP) —
Bostock's two-run single when
Detroit's Willie Horton caught run and banded Don Zimmer Reporters now outnumber the
a Campbell fast ballto narrow his first loss after he replaced contestants in the Olympiad
Darrell Johnson, the 1975 XXI. Robert Sieber, director
the score to one run. Manager of the Year, at the general of sports services,
Orioles 4, Royals 3
Red Sox helm earlier in the said there are 7,686 reporters
Jim Palmer hurled his 13th day.
accredited to cover the
victory of the season — tops in
Angels 44, Brewers 2-1
Games. Withdrawals from the
the AL — as Baltimore slipped
Bobby Bonds and Dave Games by the national teams
by Kansas City. The veteran Collins led California to a of 28 African, South American
righthander, who has won six doubleheader sweep of the and Middle Eastern countries
of his seven,starts, worked out Milwaukee Brewers. Bonds have reduced the competitors
of a bases-loaded jam in the drove in three runs with a pair by at least 303 to 6,934.

I Tilt bead back and close eyes.
2 Apply one or two drops in the inner corners of
each eye
Open lids and lel the drops flow n•turilh inl
the eyes.

The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists

”PCPS.COLA.'• "PEPSI,— AND •?*11,4111.11Y.'•nt IIIEGISTENED TNADCMARK5 Of

753-1340
Clinic Pharmacy
Tommy Cheese, 111,11.
Dareld Keller.I.P.
Stews Cateetaa, R.Ph.
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The Pepsi-Cola quart
is a real quart.
32 refreshing ounces.
Some soft-drink companies sell their product in bottles
that look like quarts. But they're really only 26- or
28-ounce bottles. The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart.
refreshing ounces.So look carefully before you buy.. ..32
Then we think you'll-13%a Pepsi-Cola qu-art-famy

Wranglers Club To
Meet Thursday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday, July 22,
at seven p.m. at the club
grounds for the regular
monthly business meeting.
On Friday, July 73, the club
plans to ride with twenty-six
classes to program to each
person a class to participate in
at the club ride.
The public is invited to
attend, a club spokesman
said.

G

w

Swimmitig Fans Are Already
Comparing Neber With Spitz
By JACK STEVENSON
Naber, who wears a red, about it too.
AP Sports Writer
white and blue knit cap as he
"But he can't change. He's
MONTREAL (AP) — marches to the starting just a big,
happy extrovert."
America's newest swimming blocks, does have a chance of
Naber, a blond who wears a
hero stands as a 6-foot-6 tower adding three more gold mustache,
won the finals of
of enthusiasm and a winning medals to his collection, but the 10(1
backstroke in 55.49
symbol-of what could be the .14.5._ personality is just about secorcls
to better the mark of
best Olympic men's team in the opposite of Spitz.
56.19 he'd set in the semifinals
history.
"Mark didn't have the on Sunday. Minutes later he
He's John Naber and after dominating personality of came back
to post a 150.50 in
two nights of competition, he John, who's a very outgoing the 200
freestyle, losing to
jet a world record twice and man," says Olympic Coach college
roommate Bruce
won a gold and silver medal in Doc Counsilman of Indiana. Furniss,
who smashed the
two diametrically opposite "He comes into the dining world
record with 1:50.29.
events — the 100-meter hall. takes off his cap and "Bruce
calls me fruitcake. I
backstroke and 200 freestyle. waves it at just about can't be anything
but myself. I
Swimming fans tend everyone.
just like to get the audience
aTreadY
coitifiare' the
"It's not just at the pool that involved with me," says
University of Southern he waves. He's an extrovert Naber.
California senior to /stark while Mark was an introvert. From
Menlo Part, Calif.,
Spitz, who won seven gold The kids jokingly Call hirn a Naber
says he's- been training
medals in 1972.
showboat and he kids himself three years for the Olympics
and swimming several races
at close intervals is nothing
new to him.
"John's a big, strong boy
SUMMER IS HARD
with an amazing capacity to
recuperate," is the way
ON YOUR EYES
Cowisilman puts it.
Outdoor Using. swimming in chlorinated pooh and
sah wilier. glaring sun, windblown dust, allergies and
"Gary Hall and Steve
other natural irritants make summertime really hard
Furniss (Bruce's older
on your eyes. It is wise to hare on hand a bottle of eye
brother) were elected capdrops for use when any of these problems arise. We
tains," the coach points out.
carry a complete stock as well as many other eye care
"John is no stronger a leader
products.
!fere are a few helpful hints to make applying eye
than Hall or Furniss and he
drops simple:
wouldn't want to be."
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Viking 1 Spacecraft Lands Today In Historic Space Achievement

PASADENA, Calif.(AP)America's Viking 1 spacecraft
landed today on a dusty plain
of Mars to search for life on
the red planet. In a spectacular space achievement,
Viking began sending back
razor-sharp photos of the
planet's surface.

The
pictures arrived
dramatically, appearing lineby-line on television monitors
after traveling 213 million
miles at the speed of light. The
failure of two earlier Soviet
Mars landing crafts had
heightened the tension in the
project laboratory.

"The details are just in- monitors at Jet Propulsion
credible," said Dr. Thomas Laboratory. It was of the
Mutch, head of the Lander Chryse Planitia, the Gold
imaging team.
Plain of Mars- the smoothest
"It just couldn't be better," place on a planet marked by
he said as the first picture, a volcanic peaks and deep
portion of the surface directly valleys and craters.
under one leg of the lander
Later, the unmanned threeappeared
on television legged lander will make life-

detection and soil sampling few individuals to such a
tests. For more than 100 years massive cooperative
reality."
scientists have thought Mars
Science fiction writer Ray
might harbor some form of Bradbury was at JPL for
the
touchdown, his dreams racing
Scientists cheered and ahead of the Viking mission.
hugged each other as the 1,300"I know in the next 20 years
pound craft radioed that it we'll have a manned landing
touched down on Mars at 4:53 on Mars - eventually we'll
a.m. PDT. The signal took 19 have colonized and
taken over
minutes to reach earth. For the planet," Bradbury said.
many, the achievement was a
The first picture showed an
childhood dream come true - area of soil strewn with
what
better prices for their a Mars landing.
seemed to be chunks of rock of
products. The general rate is
President Ford telephoned varying sizes. Mutch said
it
still well below, however, the his congratulations to the looked as though some
of the
83 per cent in 1973 when in-, project headquarters, calling rocks had tails of dirt
formed
nation was strongest and the mission a "wonderful and by the rushing of strong
shortages were cropping up in most remarkable success."
Martian winds across the
He said, "I think it's surface.
the economy.
The fact that economic amazing that in the span of a
Scientists had expected the
performance was somewhat single lifetime, the ex- landing site, a low
plain where
sluggish in the second quarter ploration of space has grown streams may once
have run,
from the dreams of very, very would be
was no surprise.
covered by a blanket

of material deposited by the
Viking 1, the first of two
water. Although the pictures unmanned
American
showed a rocky surface, the spacecraft scheduled to land
Lander apparently avoided on Mars this summer, was
any geologic hazards that launched last August 20. It
project officials had feared arrived near Mars and went
might imperil the touchdown. into orbit around the planet In the corner of the first which is about half the size of
picture could be seen one of ..earth
month ago.
Viking 2 is an identical '
Viking's round metal landing
footpads. The rivets on the Lander and is soaring through
footpad were visible and the space and is due to enter
footpad cast an oval shadow In Martian orbit August 7.
Coincidentally, the touchthe late afternoon sun as it
rested on the soil among the down schedule of the Viktng 1
rocks, which Mutch described lander was on the seventh
as "a beautiful collection of anniversary of man's first
boulders."
walk on the moon, Neil
The second picture was to be Armstrong's and Edwin
a panoramic view of the "Buzz" Aldrin's monumental
Martian landscape, made by a *acheivement on July.), 1969.
camera on the lander with the
Most scientists think Marsis
ability to sweep a long path too dry and barren to support
across the horizon.
life.

Gross National Product Registers Sharp Decline

WASHINGTON (AP)-The to later revision as
additional the previous quarter and was
Gross National Product, the data becomes
available.
the highest since 75.7 per cent
broadest measure of the
In another economic report in the last three months of
nation's economic well-being, Monday, the
Federal Reserve 1974.
registered a sharp drop in the Board had
estimated that
Capacity utilization is an
growth rate during the spring manufacturers
in the nation indicator of the inflationary
quarter, the government were operating
at 73 per cent pressures in the economy,
reported today. The drop was of capacity
in the second, because as manufacturers
attributed primarily to a quarter
of the year. That operate close to their limits of
stabilization of business in- compared
to a 72.1 per cent capacity, the strong demand
ventory accumulation.
rate of capacity utilization in usually enables them to get
The Commerce Department
said the GNP grew at an
annual rate of 4.4 per cent in
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The GNP represents the
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Sundays
nation's total output of goods
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and services and is a key
ii
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1I1lIt
Phone
753-8304
determinent of how many new
Hi
_
jobs the economy generafes as
well as the economic status of
Prices Below Are
all Americans.
thru Saturday, July 24
Good
The Commerce Department
oil
said the slower growth rate
Prescripticons
was accompanied by a
filled
quickening of inflation. Prices
as measures in the GNP acAccurately
ll:
counts, which include the
b _
ii
prices of all goods and services in the economy rather
than just consumer prices,
_ _.
IP
ill
were up 5 per cent at an an2 oz. Tube
\.........0
*Gets The Red Out
,
mg?
nual rate in the second
Herbal
Fragrance
.
•Sootiles Irritation
quarter. The inflation rate in
the first quarter was 3 per
$1.69
*Clew Non-Staining
cent.
A sharp drop in the growth
,
....
III
rate had been expected by
eye drops
Ford
administration
eN
$1.75
economists for at least a
month.
Despite the slower growth
rate, the GNP figures contained some encouraging
Li
signals. Demand in the
economy, or the level of final
!I!
sales, actually grew at a
iii
Laster pace - 4.7 per cent at
li
an annual rate. Final sales
=
had climbed at a 3.7 per cent
In
rate in the first quarter.
The reason that final sales
managed to climb faster while
For Hours Of
the economy as a whole was
NI
growing more slowly is that
Relief From
oil
the sharp boost in inventory
Minor Pains of
accumulation of the first
quarter was absent.
Arthritis,
115 oz.
Iii
Businessmen satisfied
Rheumatism,
i
demand in 1975 from in..,
ventories because they were
Muscular Aches
overstocked iiIth goods and
ill --hi-Rites
raw materials in their
we..
in
storehouses. Then in the first
three months of this year they
$1
suddenly began building inventories again.
That inventory building
quickly stimulated production
and created new jobs, but in
the second quarter of this year
inventory accumulation was
at a slightly slower pace,
slowing down creation of new
jobs.
Inventories grew by $13.3
billion in the second quarter
compared to a $14.8 billion
8 oz.
growth in the first quarter, the
il
sPo
government said.
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Low Price
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- the smallest ii-iargin in 11
months during June. Personal
income for the month was at
annual rate of $1,368.9 billion,
an increase of $6 billion, or
d1V
four-tenths of 1 per cent, over
May.
That compared with a $10.4
billion advance in May and
III
was the smallest monthly gain
since personal income dipped
last July.
The GNP accounts showed
that disposable personal
SO Tablets
income, which is total income
after deduction of taxes, ‘.
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in the second quarter. That
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disposable personal income of
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The latest GNP figures
included revisions of earlier
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estimates for recent years.
The 9.2 per cent growth in
GNP for the first quarter
.
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revision from the 8.7 per cent
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growth rate of GNP.- The
estimates provided for the
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2 Notice

2. Notice

2 Notice

RENT RINSENVAC

Wallpaper & Custom
Draperies

Us* Our

Lap-Away

Me seat "at-it-yeerselr whoa
ores sweets as

Now while
selection is good for

EASILYsr poke porselie wows-

at the

Back to School
The Youth
Shop

koimeMselPeowk

Bel-Air
Decor Store

EFFECTIVELYowes. man
maws
Silt Ow kw an ard
raw
so* slow

ULAN Caster

504 Main
Behind Peoples Bonk)

ECONOMICALLYAnswer to Monday s
Puzzle

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
3 Sign 01
Ote.Cf: t2f1 ir4A111(11
4 ECIZLtion
1 Be
130111030
4 A month
an
ag000mo on
gX114ina
9Thmgs.m
5 Lasting
3002 cuaa
6 Sun god
12 Bishopric
o3za
18174
7 Doctrine
t3 Rent
0M37.13 UPV.:4 .OPS
.
8 Hawaiian
14 Reverence
mean
31UOM
wreaths
15 Decorous
OM
WOM
9
4110011
Rodent
? Title of
10 Female
riC117.1 MYA0q1 30IWW
respect
sheep
19 Crippled
(10111 30
21 Sent tabbr )1 Weight of
Zn'tE0
'21111 Oa
India
72 Supplicate
A120.1
1 usaanm
115 Work at
25E sist
c021.1; ncOPIC:2
one* trade
2? Land

18 Declare
20 Silkworm
22 Deposit
23 Hardship
24 Paid notice
Silver
28 Decorate
35 Beverage
28 Roman
36 Insect
number
37 Guido $ law
101
note
38 Satisfies by 29 Cosmetic
30 Go in
32 Nonammt4 elu
)tre
42 Greet Lake
43 Hindu cymbals
44 Genus of
mantes
45 F ootttan
position
labor 1
4? Plot
49 Part of door
frame
53 Buries
57 High card
58 Smallest
measure
31 Cover
32 Movement
34 Symbol for

del name
33 Roman
bronze
35 Avoid
39 Symbol tor
nickel 40 Covet
41 Alternating
c,urrent
tebbf )
44 Emmet
46 Narrate

46Per stake
49 Ordinance
50 Frozen
water
51 Openwork
labric
52 Meadow
54 Antlered
animal
55 Female ruff
58 Ocean
59 Near

number

genera
61
T '

62 Woodworker a
tool
63 Nita/ Zeeland parrot
DOWN
Snake
2 COmlierefte
ending

ro•

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
7534333.

•--i
wasial
ii r
*
i *
I
/
I

3 Caro Of Thans
WE WOULD LIKE to
thank all the people who
helped us in anyway
during our recent burn
out. Everyone was so
kind and helpful. We
wish to thank the Rescue
Squad
for
doing
everything they could in
trying to save our home.
We thank the churches
for their help. The
neighbors who worked
so har4 for us, friends
and
relatives and
everyone. May God
bless each and everyone
and again Thanks. Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Evitts
and Michelle

heat let Nay $12.00 a lay

1.1-Ak Decor Store
eol-kie Cowes 7534142

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
The Quiet Company presents:

1976
Summer Olympics
Montreal

ii11111111111iii1111Pas::$47

60 Confederate

duns Ms way
PrOfesnanes Mr-rat
s beckon of Ms cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
S25.00 PER ROOM)

11111111111411111111161111111111111
111111M1111111X611111M111111
W1111111111111111W111111M1111111

klE11111111i1M111111111110
allurnianuirmaim
11111111M111111111110161111111
72

5 lost And Found
COMLOST
AIR
PRESSOR between
Hazel and Highway 121
on Old Murray-Paris
Rd. $25.00 reward.
Contact 492-8121 or 4928405.

on ABC-TV Channel Z.* I
Brought to'you by
gesa
ha Mut
Joh IAN
bN
104 P4e11illeibeet 7534140

The Quiet Company
Y1111.WILU

%Cif Moirl•1••••

41.•

Noir by United Feature Porwlscate.

IMIWISig,THE KID
BEJ4INO*KEEPS
CALL-1N6 ME
NAME5-.

POINT HIM OUT TO ME
WHEN WE GET TO CAMP
MAME,AND l'U_ 94ORTEN
Ht5 LIFE SPAN.

, )(
THATM
5 AYBE HE'S
OKA1?,5112 . HURT...DO YOU
ALREADV 144/FA FIRST
AID KIT
HIT HIM .

10. Business Opporto,

5. Lost And Found

THAT'S WHAT I
HIT HiM WITH!

LOST SEAL
Siamese Cat,
near Riviera
Small reward
Call 753-4090.

POINT
female,
Courts.
offered.

6 Help Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manager, 7535550.
BABYSITTER in my
borne. Call 753-7581 after
4 p. m.

WANTED

THREE PIECE bedroom
suite. Springs and
mattress included. Call
753-2864.

$266
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE addressingstuffing envelopes.
Details - self-addressed,
stamped envelop.
Bonanza, Box 5703, Las
Vegas, NV 89102.

QUEEN SIZE BEDSPREAD with matching
curtains and chandelier.
Call 753-7827.

RESTAURANT IN N. W.
Tennessee city located
Intersection 2 heavily
traveled highways. Buy
fixtures lease building.
Closed Sundays. Sales
over $190,000 year.
Priced for quick sale.
Contact Byerfinder,
Sikeston, MO

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
VLICIMIT13. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
_
service..

Mechanic
Paid vocation, other
fringe
benefits
Guarantee
plus
commission Experience required On
. dob training for our
product See or toll

13. For Sale th Trade
6 Mouth old miniature
white male poodle, call
753-5169

18.Se,vnz Machines
Slew kw*
Wile Skin
PIES & SERVICE
753-5323
1.1-Air Com

14 Want To But

Carroll
VW-Audi

COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.

753 8850
7 30 to 5 00

MEAT WRAPPER and
salad
maker
for
delicatessen. Apply in
person at Owens Food
Market, 1407 W. Main.
Before 10 a.m. please.
LINGL
' CORPORATION-Paris,
Tennessee has immediate opening for
experienced draftsman
with background in
construction drafting.
For further information
and an interview contact
Don Denison at 9014429161.

FEATHERBEDS
WANTED, duck and
goose. Highest prices
ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.

Job
Openings in:

I FEEL LIKE A
SENIOR
hLFITIZEN

Hawaii
Georgia
Texas
New Jersey
Panama
Europe
North Carolina
California
Alaska
Colorado
Washington
New York •
South Carolina
SA lisseatt.itts
Maryland
Korea Virginia
Kansas
Kentucky
And many Other exciting
and interesting places.

0.)1,•••r le.-

;BEETLE BAILEY
2 WOULDN'T BE
9JILI7Iti6ED -iF
EVERYONE'S DE5K
,AR&ER
THAN N1'NE

tet
1

If you qualify, you'll be
guaranteed where you
work, plus the lob you'll be
trained in.

4400
LiKocEE
THE PHANTOM
7
IS -NAT,411.,
„AN'T1419...)OUR BOOK OF
MYSTERY AtAN? SECRETS,„THE SLEEPING

SFC Bob Cook
Coiled 247-4525
VVIT14OUT IT I AM
POWERLESS. MY
SUBJECTS WILL
REVOLT!

Join the people
who've joined the Army
An Elia* 09canwai

NO WOHOER„
SEEING WHAT
YOU OID TO
SOME OF THEM!

TOMORROW
trei
M.

BLONDIE
WHERE IS
LA PETITE NIAISON
RESTAuRANT,
PLEASE?

er:Aorp

JOIN ONE OF THE
fastest growing Industries. If you are over
21, married and can sell,
call us. Our people are
making over $3430 per
week. Call Padrueh 4434595.
EXPERIENCED BABY
SITTER in my home.
Starting August 30th, _.
Monday thru Friday. •
Call 753-5492 after 3 p
m.
mga. TRAINEE, experience helpful, but not
necessary, apply in
person at Friendly
Finance 204 S.4th St.

UL' ABNER
11-415 COMES AT THEMOST"CRUCIAL TIME OF/VW LIFE
- \05 aisr HAD AAvE7TM FACE-LIFT TY---NtY PLAS71C
5URGEO4'J SAYS IT'LL LAST-ONE MCNT14
• FROM
THEN ON-ITS INOPERAi3LE

(

CUSTOM MAITRE&SES
made any six for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedic
or ttfiam. WEST Mk.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1443-7323.
REX'S WORM FAKM,
Irvin Cobb Road,(Highway 732), red worms,
canadian
Night
Crawlers. Phone 4365894. after 5 p.m.

1954 FARMALL "C"
tractor. Includes sickle
tor, plow, and-old time
harrow. Tractor in
excellent condition. Call
767-4055.

WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21,,2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
Cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths -16 patterns to
choose from, Call 7534566. We deliver.

20 Sports Equipment
15' RUNABOUT with 35
h.p. engine. Brand new
trailer used once. $550.
Call 753-6476 or can be
seen at 509 South 8th.

BABYSITTER FULL
time, 5 days weekly to
care for 2 year old child
in my home. Must have
own transportation and
able
to do light
housework. References
If available. Call 7533493.

1 1
Waitress &
Kitchen
Personas'
apply in person
Jerry'$
ItnOmennt

CABINET
TYPE
STEREO, biack and
white cabinet T. V. used
living room suite, priced
to sell. Call 753-4069.

16 FT. ASTROGLAS'bass
boat. 115 H. P. Mercury.
1972 model boat and
motor. Fully equipped.
$2,900. Call 489-2149.

ONE16" POWERMATIC
planer with 3 phase 5
h.p. motor. Also has
knife grinding attachment. For information call 753-4960
after 5.

SL 79 HONDA FOR sale
Sears 5 h.p. outboard
motor Realistic Super
maximum bile CB
antenna and coax. Call
753-2558.

DE-HUMIDIFIER GE
automate. Call 753-4849
after 5 p.m.

27 YOL`.':r Home Sale!,
1072 CHALLENGER,
fully furnished,, carpeted and gas. Located
at Riviera Ct. Very
reasonably priced. Call
753-6983.
12 x 70 TWO bedroom
mobile home, gas heat.
Underpinned, eight
tiedowns, air conditioned, will sell furnished or unfurnished.
Also 10 x 10 Sears
building, wired. Phone
753-8227, located Riviera
Cts.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

14' RUNABOUT with 40
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer $300. 1965 Mercury, air condition. $200.
Call 753-0085.

28.Heating & Cooling
TWO 5000 BTU, one 6000
and one 24,000 BTU air
conditioners. Call 7533259.

1975 RANGER BASS
boat, 115 Evinrude
engine. Fully equpped.
Call 753-9646.
35 H.P. MERCURY
electric start with
controls. $200. 22 Caliber
Smith and Wesson,$1115.
Rifle 243 caliber $110.
Telescope, $40. Call 753;
7827.

BLACK AND WHITE
portable
TV
14"
aluminum fishing boat
and trailer. Call 7536556.

12 x A 1974 Atlantic, a
bedroom. 145 bath,
central heat and air,
patio awning, back
porch. Carpeted,
drapes, Mediterranean,
safety straps, .aad underpinned. Set up 236
Riviera Ct. Call 753-7568
for appointment.

CAMPING TENT, Sears,
Continental 10 x 14, with
floor, excellent condition. $70.00. Electric
Ftottiserie oven broiler.
Good condition. $18.00.
Call 753-0891.

FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil,
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray
Lumber
Company.

WALNUT
CHINA
cabinet, baby bed with
mattress. Barcalounger
recliner chair, electric
edge trimmer - like new.
Call 753-4727.

TAKE UP $15 monthly
payment on 25" color
console TV. One black
and white, for $5.00 a
month. Call 753-7575.

TWO ROW CORN head.
45 John Deere combine.
$650. Call 753-8997.

i5. Articles For Sale

GOLD TRADITIONAL
sofa and chair, gold area
rug. All like new. Call
753-0788.

19 INCH PHILCO color
TV $125.00. Call 753-9757
before 4 p. m or all day
Thursday and Saturday.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1.444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

WANT TO BUY trailer
for 14' flat'bOttom boat.
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648.

HANNAH'S HUSBAND
Hector hates hard work
so he cleans the rugs
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
RI*"
.....

/6 TV Radio

19 Farm Equipment

MEN - wOME N

NO, IT'S JUST FOR US
LITTLE KOS-YOU'RE
TOO
OLD

FOR SALE KENMORE
washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second
house on left past
Methodist Church.

ha Cage

7
.2.

NANCY

=MI

It) Home FurnisnIngs

29 Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO BEDROOM
trailer behind Seven
Seas Restaurant. Call
753-0946.

7„.

REPOSSESSED organ
like new. Balance due.
Take up payment on
console Stereo: S & B
Music,call 753-7575.

TWO
AIR
'00NDITIONERS. One Troy
roto tiller. One 20" lawn
mower. See at 802 N.
18th.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel
Air Shopping
Center.

SLUGGS,
WOODfungLs,. Mold,
roaches, insects and '
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelor
Termite and Pest
Control,753-3914.

16 Home Furnishings

24 Miscellaneous

23. Exterminating

TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. $50
deposit, $75 per month.
Call 753-7384.
2 BEDROOM, 1 or 2
adults, electric heat and
air, water furnished.
$70.06 per month. Call
753-5405 after 5 p. m.
12 x 51 two bedroom, all
electric home, fully
furnished,carpeted, air
condition, _ unerpinned.
14 miles East of
Murray. Available 18 th
of July. Call 767-4055.
31 Want To Rent

6 HP RIDING lawn
mower, good condition,
Call 753-8382.

LOOKING FOR FURNISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.

Furniture &

Latex
House

Custom

Paint Sale

HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with,,references. Will do
repair imd upkeep. Call
753-5184.

MATCHING COUCH and
chair. Good condition.
$40. Call 753-0429.

Unfinished

kitchen Cabinets

2gal

$15
"

at the
Bel-Air
Decor Store

Bel-Air Decor
Store

1114-Ak Crater

8:4-Ak Cower

z

NEW FACULTY member
would like to rent 2-3
bedroom -- - house
preferably furnished.
Would prefer quiet
neighborhood near
University or country.
CA11762-2401.

a

7
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UNFURNISHED TWO
bedroom
duplex
apartment. Kitchen
furnished
except
refrigerator. $150
monthly. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-3493.

For Rent
Nice furnished apartments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Cali 753-5865 or 7535108 shot 6 p. m.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS for 2-5 girls.
Carpeted. Extra nice.
Near University. Call
753-0669.

SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poles for sale.
White and black. $40
each. Call 435-4360.

34 Hoo,o, FOr Rert
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
WITH bath. Gas heat,
$80 per month in Hardin.
Call 753-4661.

TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.

TWO
e
BEDROOM 4t.) P
HOUSE, large lot.
Broad Street Extended. U-PICK TOMATOES now
$125.00 month. Family
ready, 10 cents per
only. Call 753-5281 after 6
pound. Also now booking
p.m.
order fro freezing corn,
both sweet and open
polinated white field
.35 For Pent Or tease
corn. Tom Herndon,
FOR RENT: HOUSE
Route 5, Box 396, call
436-2139 after 6p. m.
AND furnished apartment:Call 753-4109.

NOTICE

=ME

' er
$50
th.

2
• d
ed.

=11111
BEAUFIFULLY
DECORATED
3
bedroom, 2 bath brick.
home in choice location.
Extra nice family room
with fireplace. Central
gas
heat, central
electric air, dining room
and wall to wall carpeting. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.

1111111=111111
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I. Services Offered

ALUMINUM DOORS and
plate glass, store front
work, storm doors,
windows and screens.
Insulated glass, mirrors
and gliss shelves and
table tops. Window glass
and
screen
replacement. Free
estimates, mobile
service, pickup and
delivery. M & G Complete Glass. Phone 753/1210 or 489-2423.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs
come clean by steam
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple.753-0359.

SOLD TWO MORE farms
V. B. BUILDING Conlast week. Choice farm
Large apartment for 8
struction. Home and
featured this week is
girls. Each has private
commercial painting
located Southwest of
bedroom and living
and remodeling. Free
Murray.
Good
room. For information
estimates. Over 30 years
producing farm, good
Call: 753-5865 or 753experience. Call 436-2262
fencing, with older
11 (01.YRE LOOKII•la AT ONE 1316 WRITE51011after 6 p. m.
VO-IT FOR t3ET1Y FORD. it
or 436-2476.
irame house, tobacco
•
barn, pole barn, other
outbuildings, goo
38 Pto,s
BOB'S
HOME
IMFOR RENT NICE 1
49 Used Cars & Truiv
dponds, some good
PROVEMENT SERPORCH SALE Wedbedroom apartment, AKC,PUG puppies, male
timber, seventy-five per
VICE, carpentry,
nesday-Friday, 9-6. 1201
stove,
refrigerator,
one fawn, one black,
cent of farm in good FOUR BEDROOM stone 1968 LTD with air conpainting, cement work.
Main. Baby clothes,
water furnished.Inquire
home 214 baths, on
ditioning. Call 753-6680.
Championship quality.
tendable acreage. This
Call 436-2502.
boys clothes, toys, rugs,
at 1414 Vine St.
acre
wooded
lot,
Stud
large
service
farm
also
offers
a
good
etc.
den, fireptlice located 1974 PINTO RUNABOUT, DRIVEWAY
available. Call 753-4470
return on investmentS graveled,
TWO
1 owner car, 25 m.p.g. 4
BEDROOM
near Stella. $45,000.00.
after 5 p. m.
and including all imFIVE PARTY RUMwill
haul
all types of
apartment, stove, air
speed. $1700. Call 489Call 753-7674.
provements is an exMAGE sale, all types of
rock; white, decorative
2570
condition, available
or
753-5984
LEWELLYN SETTER, 2
cellent buy at only $550
and wash rock. All types
items and clothing, at
August
1.
Couple
years old, partially
per
acre. Contact ROBERTS REALTY Cherry Corner. Third
of
sand and agriculture
1912 FORD PICKUP
preferred. References
trained. RegistereC
KOPPERUD REALTY
lime.
house from Baptist
Mark
Huey
your leader In sales for
required. Call after 5 p.
truck,
%
ton,
needs
Call 753-5288.
753-1222 for all your Real
Church, Friday and
Trucking,
call
after
4
-listings.
needs
your
1976
m.753-7457.
engine. Also separate
Estate needs.
p.m., 753-8381 or - 753Saturday,23 and 24. •
Call 753-1651, if you are
engine.
$300.
Call
436AKC REGISTERED Old
5795.
interested in selling
2173.
English Sheepdog
FURNISHED
APARTFOUR PARTY YARD
your property.
puppies. Can 753-6412 or
MENTS, one or 2
Sale, Thursday, July 22,
FEATURED THIS
SEPTIC
1972 GRAND TORINO, FOR YOU
7530957 after 4 p. m.
bedrooms. Also sleeping
47 Motori.yr les
514 South 6th Street. 8 a.
WEEK
TANK and backhoe
clean. Call 753-9523.
Charming executive type
rooms, Zimmerman
m.to 4 p. m.
work needs call John
home in Canterbury
Apartznants. South leth MINIATURE POODLE.
1974 XL 350 HONDA, new 1969 GALAXIE 500, 4
Law. Phone 753-8669 or
763-3041.
Male.
Pbone
Estates.
Street, call 753-6609.
Shady
tire and chain $505.
LARGE YARD SALE in
436-2586.
door,stereo,8track AMbackyard with cedar
Must sell. Call 753-8046
Kirksey. Thursday and
FM radio. Good confence, lovely landscaped
Friday. Glassware and
dition. $500. Call 753-4120 GENERAL BACKHOE
lot. House has all
bottles, lanips, fur1973 500 YAMAHA, new
work, white gravel,
after 4:00 p. m.
desirable
tures,
niture, nice clothes and
engine, best offer, good
bank gravel_ Call 436The application of Heritage Broadcasting Comincluding
,builtetc. 489-2748.
condition. Call 753-8911.
2306.
pany, Inc. for a new standard broadcast station
1971 CUTLASS Supreme,
in range
washer
at Murray, Kentucky, was filed with the Federal
power and air. Call 753and
c
ctor, 3
EXPERIENCED
Communications Commission on June 30, 1976.
9951.
073 HONDA 354.753-7980,
bedroo
ths, large
babysitter wanting to
The application requests a construction permit
corillition
good
famil
oom
with
for a new standard broadcast station to operate
seep children in my
NINE ACRES located
1976 CORVETTE, $8700.
fireplace, car garage,
on a frequency of 1000 kHz with a power of 250
home. Phone 753-6550.
within two and a half
2000 actual miles. Call
1975 HONDA 400F Super
paved drive, has central
watts. The proposed transmitter site will be
miles of Murray on the
753-2379,
Sport.
3200
miles.
Call
heat and air, wall to wall
located on Poor Farm Road, 0.5 mile west of U.
LICENSED electrican Old Salem Rod. Four
753-4445 after 5.
carpet. Large lot in City
S. Hwy. 641. The proposed main studio will be
prompt efficient serbedroom brick home
1975
CHEVROLET
School District. Call for
located at 507 North 13th St. in Murray. The ofvice. No job too small.
with large living room,
HONDA 330 CB asking
Impala, 1972 Vega G.T ,
ficers, directors and or stockholders of the apappointment to see,
Call Ernest White, 753with fireplace, two
$550. Ctill 489-2732.
1970 Ford Maverick.
plicant are Thomas L Walker,Kenneth C. Imes,
GUY SPAN!' REALTY,
0605.
Call 436-5437 or 436-5366
baths, full basement,
Bethel Richardson, and Harold Keith Moore. A
941 Sycamore St., 7531972 YAMAHA 350 with
air
conditioned
copy of the application and related material are
7724.
baseboard electricwind breaker and Sissy
On CAMARO, 326, 300 CUSTOM HAY bailing
on file for public inspection during normal
steam heat this is a
bars.
A-1
condition.
and custom combine.
Call
HP newly rebuilt, 4
45
Farms
For Sale
business hours at 201 S. 3rd St., Murray,Ky.--quality built home. Five
435-4294 after 5 p. m.
Call 753-4090.
speed, new shifter, good
acres are fenced far
condition. Call 753-5696.
cattle or horses. Fruit HILL`ADAMS FARM -48
DRIVEWAYS, turnBRAND NEW Chaparral
acres.
45
tendable.
On
trees. Priced in the mid
100 CC trail bikes, 2375. 1971 BUICK Electra 225,
arounds, parking area.
Backesburg-Coldwater
30's
JOHN
While they last. Phone
C.
White rocked and
low mileage. Calf 753Rd. Call 489-2126.
NEUBAUER,
753-0971.
graded. Free estimates.
5288.
REALTOR 505 Main
Call Clifford Garrison,
46 Homes For Sale
Street, Murray,Ky., 75348 Automotive Service
'1.4 acres
7534429 after 4 p.m.
1/75 DATSUN 610. Four
_
0101 or 753-7531.
FIVE ROOM BRICK
door, 4 speed, factory
1967 32'7 CHEVROLET
built-in
house,
and
oven
AM-FM
air,
stereo
tape
F:LECTROLUX SALES
OWNER WANTS OFFER
engine
with turbo
renige, electric heat,
player, many other
and service. Call Tony
on this quality home ia
hydromatic tzan98.4 acres
extras. Like new. $3,795.
large dry basement,
Montgomery. 753-6760,
Gatesborough. Home is
smission
350 horse.
attached garage. 3.65
Call 753-0986.
day or night. •
well built and has many
$225. Call 436-2672.
acres, 8 miles from
fine features including,3
Murray. Call 436-5479.
432acres
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR ROY
bedrooms,
2 baths,
ilARMON'S
Only 10 miles
FOUR CRAGER rnag
hardtop, power brakes,
living room, kitchen
CARPENTER SHOP.
THREE BEDROOM
wheels. See at Hicks
Northeast of
steering and air. $325.
with all built-ins, inProfessionals. Building,
Body Shop,8 a. m.to 5 p.
house on large lot
Mwray. Ideal
Four chrome reversible
cluding trash comremodeling, repairing.
m.
located near Penny
wheels for Ford or
pactor.
for Farm
Den
with
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Community, just off
Mercury, $40. Call 753fireplace, and built-in
Street.
Across from Hiselling as
49 Used Cars 6' •
Airport Rd. Call 7537827.
bookcases and study
Burger.
Farms.
5067.
area, wired for stereo
1964 THUNDER BIRD,
throughout house,
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
emmaculate. $850. Call LW CHEVROLET 142 ton
central vacuim*2 car
HAVING TROUBLE
pickup, V-8. $325. Call
bath, large lot, priced to
753-0703 after 2:00.
attached garage with
getting those small
753-7430 after 5 p.m.
sell. Call 753-7675.
47.5 ac.
automatic door opener
plumbing jobs done?
1971 FORD van, Hi-back
and abundant storage
Then call 753-6614.
R
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
swivel seats, new G-60
areas. This is an op- FANTASTIC BUY!!!!
Also
old.
months
miles,
5
Subdivision
tires, rocket wheels,
at Junction
I.
pOrtunity to get an
15' Runabout Seaking 35 ELECIRICAL WIRING
of Highway East 94 and
needs body work and
excellent buy on a well
We now have
home and industrialvaie
h. p. motor, tilt trailer,
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
transmission
. Call 753located, quality home.
condition.
excellent
conditioning' and
large
6781.
den
with
.579 Acre tract
fireplace,
Phone 753-1222. KOP$650.00. Phone 753-5151
refrigeration, plumbing
living room, dining
PERUD REALTY for
For Sale
and heating. Call 474or 753-1621.
room, kitehen, utility,
FORD
1974
statior,
LTD
good old fashioned
8841 or 753-7203.
and 13
$160,000 or $276.33 per acre
/
4 baths. Central
wagon, excellent con- 1973 CHEVROLET K-5
personal service and
heat and air. Carpeting
dition. Call 753-7370 or
Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
current Real Estate
throughout. Good
753-0129.
Air, power, steering and
Knowledge.
CARPET CLEANING
location. Phone 753-7857.
brakes. Two sets of
experilynced, _ very
BRONCO,
1174
4
wheel
wheel:, included. Call
FOR ALL YOUR INreasonabl
e rates,
BY OWNER -.Extra nice
drive, V-8 automatic,
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
or Real
references,
free
3 iedroorn, 2 bath,
excellent
condition.
Estate needs. Call
estimates. Quick drying.
'so Cdrnpe7s
kitchen -den
$3,550 or best offer. Call
comWilson
Insurance and
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
418/
1
2Main 753-5064
bination, good location.
753-7750 after 5.
Real Estate, 75.3-3263.
Call 753-8673.
LONG WHEEL BASE
Across from Post Office.
SURANCE
CARPET
INpickup truck. Camper
1973 GREMLIN
X,
STALLATION $1.00 per
ONE
SPACIOUS
4
automatic. $1,775. 14 ft.
top. $50. Call 489-2510.
sq. yd. All work
- bedroom, 2-bath home
‘,
aluminum boat and -guaranteed.
near
Call 474high
school.
Call
EXTRA INCOME
trailer $250- Call 4891943 SCHOOL BUS
2719 or 474-2257."-753-7853.
2595.
camper. Self contained,Would you agree with me that during the time in which
good condition. Ca11 753g
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
we live a little extra money each month would be very
BRAND
NEW
GUTTERING
1976
BY
4955.
home, garage attached,
SEARS, Sears seamless
Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
welcome. And if you can get this extra money doing
apple trees, 2 small
gutters installed per
fully equipped. Call 753197511' COACHMAN popsomething that is interestin& challenging and important,
outbuildings, garden
your specifications. Call
5315 from 8 till 5.
up.
Excellent
condition.
spot,2 milesSouth of Bel
then I think you will agree that it would be worth looking inDoug Taylor at 753-2310
Call 489-2716.
Air Shopping Center on
for free estimate.
1971ISCOUT-excellent.
to.
641. Call 753-0164.
Four
wheel
drive. What
That is just what we're offering you in the Army Reserve
you always wanted. Call 16' TRAILER, camper. CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
1215 MELROSE .- 3
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904
here in Murray. A good part time career with all the benefits
753-5281 after6 p.m.
lake lot, swimming pool,
bedroom brick with
dog pen, etc. Complete
of a full time career that cannot conflict with our present
large corner lot, con1972 DODGE pickup. SI Seroces Offered
installation at discount
job or educational pursuit
crete drive, large enShort wheel base, step
prices.
Free estimates
closed patio, drapes and
. Mr. Green,Reserve Career Counselor for Western Ky. will
side bed, 38,600 miles.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
Paris,901-642,3620.
kitchen
appliances.
$1,550. Call 435-4305.
vinyl siding, slauminum
be in Murray, Tuesday,Wednesday and Thursday July 20,21,
$22,000. Call 753-4074.
vinyl
or
awnings. WET BASEMENT? We
22, to talk with anyone about their part time military career
1173 BUICK LE SABRE,4
Aluminum Service Co.
make wet basements
HOUSE AND 5k4 acres
- in the Army Reserve. We have °peelings in Murray for male
door sedan, local car,
Call 492-8647.
dry, work completely
land. House LS half rock
excellent condition. New
or female both prior service and no prior service.
guaranteed. Call or
and half brick. With 40
Urea, 48,500 miles. Call DOZER AND
write Morgan Conbackhoe
60 concrete block body
753-5945 after Op. m.
work. Trucking gravel
struction Co. 'Route 2,
shop. On Highwhy 641
Plisse 753-711411, 1-11Appoishuset
and dirt. Call 43'7-4533
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
North, 4 miles old of
1968 FORD CORTINA, 4
after 8 p.m. Call I. 41042001. Phone day or
••••
Marriy. Call 753-5618.
speed. Call 7674053.
8181 or 14544138.
night 442-7026.
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51. Services Otteied

PAINTING,INTERIOR
and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 7538343.

FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
free
753-2310
for
estimates
54 Free Column
FREE-Six of the cutest
and
most lovable
puppies that you'll ever
see. About six weeks old.
Three are males, solid
black.
Three
are
females, black, brown,
and white spotted. their
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
curled over their backs.
Were abandoned at the
new City Park and are
now under the care of
the Humane Society.
These pups all have
sweet and friendly
dispositions and appear
to be in excellent health.
Cali either 753-3994 or
753-3535 after 4:

WANTED ELDERLY
lady to keep in state
_approved home. Call
753-6392.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations! and
furniture repair. Call
after 5. 436-2476.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
porch
and
patio
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.

LAKELAND
CONSTURCT1014 backhoe
work in Haywood, PART BEAGLE pups.
Panorama Shores area.
Call 753-5251.
White rock delivered,
anywhere. Call Ross, GREY AND WHITE
436-2505.
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
753-3994.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 7534980, D. 0.
Parks.
2
DOZER WORK
small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

SIDING

CARPORTS

CROSS COUNTRY
bicycleist in need of
temporary work of any
kind. Call Jim at 762E393 from 11-4:30.

PATIO COVERS

AWNINGS

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Will Ed Bailey
492-8897

Office
4921647

Robby Lawrence
492 8879

B -J AUTO
SALVAGE
$35
For all complete full size cars delivered
to ...
Junction Hwy 68 & 80
Aurora, Ky
For Pickup Service
Call 474-8854

Claude L Miller_
Real Estate

or
nd
3.
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149 FORD CONVERT

THAT xpar.S ALL NON FCRO cowsizneLE MADE SOME FCRDLain* 49ERS HOCK THEJ9 51.1.5 TO GET A SET cr-errs
IT WAS A BEAUTIFUL, OCNIPLETELT REDE5iGNED IMAGE.
•RDENKAtCE
WITH 205
KOCH STANDARD ECAHDNIENT INCLUDED HYDRAULK R)P, rna4r4 REAR BuNDER GU•Rtf.,
NOEPENCENT FECNT 3USEVISICN, UPHOLSTERY OF LEATHER
AND BCFORD CCRD, AND IJET.CuARIf eaN cengssi. scats,
cvsecotvE, rroramon, ausa HEATER, TuRN SiGNALL
CLOCK, CIGAR LIGHTER., 5K-UP LGMTS, BEAAJTY RIMS,
AND JEWELED EAHAuST PIPE Tie WHCI-I REALLY
H",v IT ALL WAS THEN. N1CRE THAN 25 YEARS AGOMIS
SPECIFICNTIOltS% ENGiNE- FLATHEAD ea 2394 cum,
ell0P •
pRINR31114ANCE •050 MN IN 91 X:C., TOP spats 96 MPH.
VALUE 1944 PRICr 11,948. TCDAy (HINT)92,500+
•
11 IACM ?IP

The Store For Men
Murray, Ky
Owners Billy Brondon Jerry ley
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Deaths and Funerals

Banner Year Predicted For
Tobacco Farmers In Kentucky
Good
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
weather this summer may produce a
banner year for Kentucky tobacco
farmers, agricultural authorities say.
John W. Koon, executive director of
Bureau
Farm
Kentucky
the
Federation, described the outlook for
Kentucky's tobacco farmers as "excellent," providing the good weather
continues until the harvest, about six
weeks away.
I'he growing season has been good,
the farmers have gotten their crop out,
the moisture has been good and with the
continuation of good weather, we
should have a bigger and better crop
next year," Koon said.
Koon added that Kentucky farmers
are on the verge of producing a "vintage" tobacco crop.
A statistician for the Kentucky Crop

and Livestock Reporting Service, Jim
Koepper, predicted a -good" yield for
the state's farmers, who, he said, have
planted .tobacco on 188,000 acres of
Kentucky farmland this year. He said
that represents an increase of 1 per cent
from last year.
He said last year's dropoff in tobacco
yield — 2,320 pounds per acre in 1975
compared with 2,445 in 1974 — was the
result of overly dry weather, particularly in south central Kentucky.
Koepper, whose agency is a subdivision of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, said he wouldn't be surprised by a yield this year of between
2,400 and 2,500 pouads per acre. The
record for tobacco, which is the states
largest cash crop, is between 2,600 and
2,700 pounds per acre, Koepper said.
Kentucky's tobacco crop was valued

at $460 million last year, Koepper said.
Koepper did not have any projections
on poundage, but Koon said he expects L
a 5 per cent increase "unless we get hall '
losses or a lot of dryness."
In addition to a larger crop, the officials said Kentucky farmers could g„
expect better prices for tobacco
this year. They attributed this to a 13.2
cent a pound increase in government
price supports for tobacco. Koepper explained that if the tobacco
is purchased from the farmer at less
than the $1.09.3 a pound, the ."
government wile pay the fanner the
difference.
Stressing that his prediction was just
a rough guess, Koepper said he expects
prices this year to run around $1.12$1.13 a pound and possibly as high as
$1.15.

More Complete Rehabilitation
Needed, Brandenburg Says Here
Criminal Justice in the United States
can best be improved through more
complete rehabilitation and the
development'.- of "street skills" in
prisoners before they are returned to
society.
This was the opinion voiced Monday
at Money State University by Ken
Brandenburg, acting superintendent of
the Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville.
Brandenburgh, who came to the
maximum prison facility May 19, was
on the campus to address an opening
session of a week-long high school
alivech iaktitute, which is part of the
Unitersiey'S" summer youth program.
Forty-eight high school students from
five states are attending the institute.
The foremost reason men and women
keep returning to prison, Brandenburgh said, is that they can't make
a legitimate living on the street because
they do not have the vocational skills
necessary for them to get a job.
Brandenburg, recalling his days as a
dormitory director at the University of
Kentucky, also told the students that
since becoming acting superintendent
at Eddyville, he has heard basically the
same complaints as he did from the
students at UK.
"They don't like the food, or they
want to change cellmates," he said.
"With exception of being more
regimented- and structured, life in a
penal community is basically much like
that of any other community."
The Eddyville prison's population
today is 1,309, he said, of whom 123 are
totally confined. The others, unless they
are on work details, move in "the yard"
from 6:30 a.m. until 5 p.m.
"It_ &leo might be interesting to note

Ms.
A Hazel
Final rites for Sell Black
McCuiston, died Monday
will beheld Wednesday at one
about two a.m. on a bus while p.m. at the chapel of the Byrn
enroute home from Detroit, Funeral Home,
Mayfield-, with
Mich. Her death occurred at Bro. Jimmy
Moreland and
Muncie,Ind,
Bro. Preston Cotham ofShe was 66 years of age. She ficiating.
to
Hazel
several
moved
had
Burial will be in the Bauell
months ago after her
Cemetery in Calloway County.
retirement as a beauty
Friends may call at the
operator and employe in the
funeral home.
merchandising department of
Mr. Black, age 74, a retired
stores in Detroit, Mich. Born
farmer of 212 East Willow
June 29, 1910, at Kirksey, she Drive, Mayfield,
died Monday
was a daughter of the late T. at 5:45 a.m. at the Community
M. McCuiston and Flora Hospital there.
Hamlin MeCuistan.
He Is survived by his wife,
Survivors are six sisters,
Mrs. Jennie Black; two
Mrs. Max (Mavis) Hurt and daughters, Mrs. W. A.
Mrs. Newell (Esther) Doores, Cochrum and Mrs. Frieda
Kirksey, Mrs. Ira (Lola)
Clapp, Mayfield; three sons,
Morgan and Mrs. Thurston
Ralph Black, Farmington,
(Hilda) Reynolds, Hazel, Mrs.
Wayne Black, Sedalia, and
Joe (Juliet) Hargrove and
Dwane Black, Mayfield;
Mrs. Norva (Ruth) Riley, thirteen grandchildren.
Mayfield; four brothers,
Macon McCuiston, Nashville,
Senator
Pat
Tenn.,
McCuiston, Pembroke,
Rupert McCuiston, Kirksey,
and Charlie McCuiston,
The funeral for Yewel Lamb
Berkley, Mich.; several of 1319 Adams Circle,
nieces and nephews.
Mayfield, is being held today
Funeral services will be at two p.m. at the chapel of the
held Thursday at two p.m. at Roberts Funeral Home,
the Hazel Church of Christ Mayfield, with Rev. Jesse
with Bro. Don Riley of- Daugherty officiatiag
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Active pallbearers are J. D.
Tucker Cemetery at Kirksey Lamb, Robert Lamb, Jim
with the arrangements by the Wright, Danny Morefield, and
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel Dallid Lamb. Honorary
where friends may call after pallbearers are Bill Leslie,
ten a.m. Wednesday.
Wayne
Jackson, Jesse
Champion, Bobby Williams,
Buck Reed, Lee Jackson,
Charles Wyatt, and R. C.
McClure. Burial will be in the
Bazzell
Cemetery.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mr. Lamb, age 73, a retired
Nettie McClain Davis, 77,
Kirksey Route One, were held car salesman and member of
Monday at four p.m. at Chapel the Church of God, died
Hill Baptist Church with Rev. Sunday at 4:45 p.m. at his
home.
Howard Miller officiating.
Survivors include his wife,
Burial was in Benton
Mrs.
Rubye Lamb; one
Cemetery.
Mrs. Davis, a member of daughter, Mrs. Frances
Chapel Hill Baptist Church, McAlpin, Mayfield Route
died at 9:45 a.m. Sunday at Five; two sons, Kenneth
Lamb, Mayfield, and Gene
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She is survived by her Lamb, Warren, Mich.; one
husband, Albert Davis; two sister, Mrs. Ola Haneline,
daughters, Mrs. Ross Griffith Murray; one brother, Lexie
of Benton and Mrs. Allen Lamb, Mayfield; ten granTaylor of Graves County; five dchildren; twelve great
stepdaughters, Mrs. Russell grandchildren.
Reed of—atiiitorii- Mrs— -Carl_
Berrens of Barberton, Ohio,
Mrs. Orus Bennett of
Morgantown, W. Va., Mrs. Joe
Hoover of Romeo, Mich., and
Mrs.
Billy
Lewis
of
Washington, Ind.; three
Funeral services for Mrs.
stepsons, Jackson Jones of Elizabeth Woods, widow of Dr.Benton, Edward Davis of
Ralph H. Woods, are being
Rolling Park, Calif., and Billy
held today at two p.m. at the
Davis of Scottsville; a sister, chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Mrs. Opal Arnett of Mayfield
Funeral Home with Dr. David
Route Five; two brothers, C. Roos officiating.
Leslie Bouland of Farmington
Active pallbearers are Dr.
and Isaac Bouland of Mayfield
RiChard Cocke, Dr. Charles
Route Five; nine grandBillington, Dr. Walter Wood,
children, 14 great grandRonald Churchill, Oren Hull,
children and 19 step- Dr. Hal Houston, and Dr. L J.
grandchildren.
Hortin. Honorary pallbearers
are Harlan Hoclges, Dr. Hugh
Stock Market
Houston, Fsink A. StubPraia of storks of local interest at noon
blefield, Dr. H. L. Oakley, and
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Final Rites Today
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PRISON TALK: Ken Brandenburgh, acting superintendent of the Kentucky
State Penitentarv at Eddyville, is shown as he addressed an opening session
Monday of a week-long high school speech institute at Murray State
University. Brandenburgh, who came to the prison post May 19, told the
students that the reason frost inmates return to prison after being released
is because they do not have the skills necessary to enable them to earn a
legitimate living in society.
that there's a radio in virtually every
cell in the prison," he said. "About 60
per cent of the inmates have television
sets in their cells and 50 per cent have
stereo record players."
There are only six state-employed
maintenance men on the 45-acre prison
site with its 23 major buildings, he said,
emphasizing that most of the maintenance work at the prison is done by
the inmates themselves. The prison's
total staff numbers 284 people, of whom
172 are guards or "correctional officers," he pointed out.

Brandenburgh was one of several
guest lecturers who are scheduled to
participate in the workshop as the
speech students prepare themselves for
a debate on the topic: "How can
criminal justice in the U. S. best be
improved?"
The two-division institute is covering
both forensics and interpretation.
Forensics includes the beginning and
advanced debate, as well as extempore
speaking. The interpretative division
includes interpretive of prose, poetry
and drama.

Sides Dispute Claims Of Uncommitted Delegates
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Ford-Reagan battle for the
Republican presidential
nomination apparently will
focus this week on alternating
claims from each side about
delegates captured from the
uncommitted category.
The
President
Ford
Committee scheduled a news
conference today to lay claim
to uncommitted delegates,
including some from New
York.
Ronald Reagan's campaign

Anne McCuiston Is Services Wednesday Mrs. Attie Jones
Dies'Monday
Dead At Age 66
For Sell Black
Mrs. Attie Lee Jones
Anne
resident,

manager said Monday the
former California governor
will have at least 10 more
delegates than he needs to win
a first ballot victory over
President Ford at the GOP
convention in Kansas City.
And campaign officials listed
as new Reagan voters one
delegate each from Delaware,
Virginia and North Dakota.
The Reagan people • said
they'd be following later this
week with announcements of
more than 10 other delegates

joining their ranks.
on the first ballot at the Aug.
Ford campaign chief 16-19 convention.
Rogers C.B. Morton scoffed at
The Associated Press
the Reagan camp's predictiOn delegate count, which does not
of victory, calling it count those considered to be
'baloney" and part of a only leaning toward one
"psychological warfare -randidate or the other,
campaign."
currently gives Ford 1,066 and
Ford, at a news conference Reagan 1,023, with 169 unMonday, said he expected committed and one expressing
good news from his delegate a preference for Sen. Howard
hunters later in the week. Baker Jr. of Tennessee.
Ford claimed he already has
Ford acted at his news
1,103 of the 1,130 delegates conference on the White House
needed to assure nomination front lawn Monday like a matt
already certain of nomination
and looking toward the
general election campaign
• • • (Continued from Page 1)
against Jimmy Carter.
He •said his campaign will be
the board of the Peoples Bank and
Randall Patterson, president of Dees
pitched on economic recovery,
William Boyd is president.
Bank, echoed the optimism of the other
maintenance of peace and
Bruce Thomas commented that a
local bankers,saying the outlook for the
restoration of faith in
tremendous savings gain for all inHazel community is also very good.
government. Asked what his
stitutiotiv.has made home mortgage
biggest issue with Carter
money available and is helping the
•
would
be,Foild Said, -I'm not.
presented
an
industry.
He
housing
local
Pacill•
•
going to discuss this campaign Georgia
optimistic outlook for the remainder of
Pfizer
from that point of view. It is Jim Walters
(Continued from Page 1
1976 in the local economy.
Ri=
i
important for me to act af- D
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of
Judge Robert O. Miller. •
firmatively."
Franklin Mint
Murray, says he is "optimistic about
The new electric heating and cooling
the local financial future. The past year
plant, the completion date for which is
has far exceeded our normal exDecetnber, 1977, will replace one that
pectations. Here in Murray and
-was built 48 years ago. It will be
Calloway County, due to the diverequipped with a computerized system
sification of the economy, I see
for eftonitoring usage and demand of
change other than possible itn . energy so that it can be operated ef•provement," Dick continued. "Cerficiently while conserving energy .
tainly the national ecifitiomy- fa " - whenever possible.
The first construction step of the
stimulated and our situation today is
much improved compared to that of a
project will be a temporary, metal
year ago. Again as other portions of the
building which will house one of the
country have suffered during periods of
three electric boilers which will go into
the permanent plant when it is comrecession, obviously we of this particular area have been much more
pleted. The gas-fired boiler now in
fortunate and have been plagued with a
operation in the old,plant also will be
housed in the temporary structure until
lesser percentage of unemployment.
the new facility has been completed and
"We're quite optimistic about the future
it relocated there.
growth of the area," he concluded.
Construction on the temporary
William Boyd, president of -Peoples
building is scheduled to start next
Bank, noted that the "agricultural
week.
economy looks like its going to be one of
At the concluston_ of the 11 a.m.
the best years we've had recently. The
and Main
groundbreaking ceremonies, Lt. Gov.
tourist industry is up, and the new
Stovall, members of her party and the
factory opening will help the emother special visitors were guests of the
ployment situation. I feel all in all that
Mat Nasals
university at a luncheon in the
things will be on the upswing the last six
LENDER
Waterfield
Student
Union
Building.
months of this year," he concluded.
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The final rites for Mrs.
Shellie Lamb of 10Ck South
Tenth Street, Murray, were
held Monday at four p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bro.
John Dale officiating and
singers from the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
-where she was a member,
providing the song service.
Pallbearers were A. G.,
Bobby, Charles Ed, Billy, and
Terry Wilson, and Bobby
Lawrence. Burial was in the
Green Plain Cemetery.
Mrs. Lamb, age 87, died
Sunday at 6:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Joe Bruce
Wilson, Hazel Route Two,one
son, Seldon Lamb, Murray
Jewell Clinton Gossett,
Route Four, one brother, father of Mrs. Glenda Brame
Harley Harmon, Indianapolis, of Kirksey, died Sunday at
Ind., two grandsons, Bruce 2:37 p.m. at the Community
Wilson and David Lamb, and Hospital, Mayfield.
five_greatgrandchildren,
HP was 72 yearskf ag_e and a
resident of 948 South Seventh
Street, Mayfield. He was a
retired farmer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Nell Gossett; daughter,
Thomas M. (Uncle Tom) Mrs. Glenda Brame,Kirksey;
Taylor of Murray Route Four three sons, Kenneth Gossett,
died Monday at 4:35 p.m. at Jonesboro, Ark., Tommy and
the Murray-Calloway County Rupert Gossett, Graves
Hospital. He was 91 years of County; two sisters, Mrs. Mae
Belle Kennemore and Mrs.
age.
The Calloway man was a Reba Osborne, Mayfield;
retired farmer and a member three brothers, Verdie and
of the Locust Grove Baptist Emmett Gossett, Mayfield,
Worthy
Gossett,
Church and the Woodmen of and
the World. Born June 16, 1885, Paducah; two half brothers,
in Calloway County, he was John T. and B. C. Cope,
the son of the late.Jake Taylor Mayfield; half sister, Mrs.
and Artie Missie Neale Mattie B. Bray: Paducah;
sixteen grandchildren; three
Taylor.
Mr. Taylor was preceded in great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
death by his wife, Mrs. Lola
Garner Taylor, in 1965. He is today at three p.m. at the
survived by several nieces chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
and nephews.
The funeral will be held John Hoover and Bro. James
Thursday at three p.m. at the Shockley officiating.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Active pallbearers are J. D.
Funeral Home with Rev. Jack Lamb, Clyde Dick, Bill
Jones officiating. Honorary Vaughn, Dr. Ivan Locke, Neal
pallbearers will be deacons of Pryor, and James Tackett.
the Locust Grove Baptist Honorary pallbearers are
Church. Burial will be in the Louie Jones, Marvin Shelton,
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Richard Adams, William
Friends may call at the Hardison, Clois Wilson, and
funeral home after seven p.m. Howell Wray. Burial will be in
tonight (Tuesday).
the North Mt. Zion Cemetery.

Jewell C. Gossett,
Father Of Kirksey
Woman, Dies Sunday

Thomas M. Taylor
Dies On Monday
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Murray Branch

Rites Held Monday
For Mrs, Lamb

The funeral services for B.
K. Trevathan of Z.16 lrvan
Street, Murray, are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home- with Rev.
Jerry Lee officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin playing the organ.
active
as
Serving
Scott
are
pallbearers
Trevathan, Jamie Trevathan,
Pat Trevathan, Jimmy
Stroud, Larry Gilmore, .aad
Culpepper.
Don
Jerry
Honorary pallbearers are
members of the Adult Men's
Sunday School Class of tht
West Fork Baptist Church,
where Mr. Trevathan was a
member. Burial will be In
Murray Memorial Gardens,
Mr. Trevathan, age 78, died
Sunday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a retired farmer and
former employee of the State
Highway
County
and
Departments.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Myrtle Roberts Trevathan, to
whom he was married October 25, 1917; stepmother,
Trevathan,
Mrs.
Ruth
Murray, three daughters,
Mrs. Norman Culpepper,
Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Marvin
Harris and Mrs. Wanda
Morris,
two
Murray;
brothers, Ceylon Trevathan,
Murray Route Seven, and
Euin Trevathan, Rickman,
-Team; eight grandchildren,
Mrs. Malcolm DeMundrun,
Mrs. Larry Gilmore, Mrs.
Jimmy Stroud, Mrs. Kevin
Pasbrig, Miss Jill Morris,
Mark Morris, Jerry Don
Culpepper, and Timmy
Culpepper; four
great
grandchildren..
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of
Alino Route One died Monday
at nine p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. She was
77 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Maple Springs
United Methodist Church.
Born December 5, 1898, she
was the daughter of the late
Albert Henson and Lucy
Kinsey Henson.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Johnny Keeling, Benton
Route Eight; four sons, Rev.
Art Jones, Benton Route
Seven, Basil Jones, Alnao
Route One, L A. Jones,
Murray, and Roy Thomas
Jones, Sharpesville, Ind.;
twelve grandchildren; two
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Fred Alexander and Rev.
T. L. Campbell officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Stewart Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

B. K. Trewathan's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
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